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[1] As part of the World Climate Research Program’s (WCRPs) Global Energy and Water-
Cycle Experiment (GEWEX) Continental-scale International Project (GCIP), a preliminary
water and energy budget synthesis (WEBS) was developed for the period 1996–1999
fromthe ‘‘best available’’ observations and models. Besides this summary paper, a
companion CD-ROM with more extensive discussion, figures, tables, and raw data is
available to the interested researcher from the GEWEX project office, the GAPP project
office, or the first author. An updated online version of the CD-ROM is also available at
http://ecpc.ucsd.edu/gcip/webs.htm/. Observations cannot adequately characterize or
‘‘close’’ budgets since too many fundamental processes are missing. Models that properly
represent the many complicated atmospheric and near-surface interactions are also required.
This preliminary synthesis therefore included a representative global general circulation
model, regional climate model, and a macroscale hydrologic model as well as a global
reanalysis and a regional analysis. By the qualitative agreement among the models and
available observations, it did appear that we now qualitatively understand water and energy
budgets of theMississippi River Basin. However, there is still much quantitative uncertainty.
In that regard, there did appear tobe aclear advantage tousinga regional analysis over aglobal
analysis or a regional simulation over a global simulation to describe the Mississippi River
Basin water and energy budgets. There also appeared to be some advantage to using a
macroscale hydrologic model for at least the surface water budgets. INDEX TERMS: 1655
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1. Introduction
[2] TheWorld Climate Research Program (WCRP) Global
Energy andWater-Cycle Experiment (GEWEX)Continental-
scale International Project (GCIP) was originally developed
in the early 1990s for the purpose of assessing the accuracy to
which water and energy budgets could be characterized and
‘‘closed’’ on a continental scale [National Research Council
(NRC), 1998]. GEWEX chose the Mississippi River Basin as
the first Continental Scale Experiment (CSE), in part because
the Mississippi River Basin is one of the major river systems
of the world. It drains 41 percent of the Conterminous United
States with a 3.2 million square kilometer basin, second
largest river basin area in the world. At 3,705 km, the
Mississippi is the longest river in North America and the
third largest in the world. Its discharge of 17,300 cubic meters
per second into the Gulf of Mexico ranks the Mississippi as
the fifth largest in the world in this category (see Mississippi
River Basin Alliance (MRBA) website at http://www.
mrba.org and Wiener et al. [1998] (available online at http://
biology.usgs.gov/s+t/SNT/noframe/ms137.htm). Elevations
within the Mississippi River Basin range from sea level at
the mouth of the Mississippi to some of the highest peaks in
North America. The topography varies from low-lying
swampland to undulating hills to craggy mountain peaks.
Perhaps more importantly, however, no other identified basin
at the time had the Mississippi River Basin’s observational
infrastructure and data richness as well as promise of future
observing system development.
[3] There were a number of GCIP challenges. While the
continental-scale Mississippi River Basin is large by hydro-
logical standards, which have traditionally focused on hill-
slope to watershed scales, it is small by atmospheric
standards, which have traditionally focused on continental
to global atmospheric features. While the Mississippi River
Basin has a great number of observations, available obser-
vations are still quite inadequate for characterizing, much
less ‘‘closing’’ water and energy budgets. While the Mis-
sissippi River Basin has a number of distinct climate zones, it
is not fully representative of all of the world’s climate zones.
[4] Recognizing this latter challenge, a number of other
CSEs in many different climate regimes began soon after
GCIP. The CSEs and affiliated experiments are loosely
coordinated by the GEWEX Hydrometeorology Panel
(GHP) and include nine representative world climate regions.
The regions over the Americas include the Mackenzie
[Stewart et al., 1998], Mississippi [Lawford, 1999], and
Amazon (J. Marengo et al., On the atmospheric water budget
and moisture cycling in the Amazon basin: Characteristics
and space-time variability, submitted to International
Journal of Climatology, 2002) river basins. In Europe,
there is an experiment for the Baltic [Raschke et al., 1998,
2001] and over Asia 4 GAME [GAME International Science
Panel, 1998] sites over the Lena River Basin, HUBEX,
Tibet, and tropical, regions. An affiliated experiment
(CATCH) [D’Amato and Lebel, 1998] has begun over
western equatorial Africa. About half of the CSEs are major
river basins (Mackenzie, Mississippi, Amazon, Lena), one is
an inland sea (Baltic), and the rest cover large-scale regions
(CATCH, GAME-HUBEX, GAME-Tibet, GAME-Tropics).
Roads et al. [2002a] describe some of the basic hydro-
climatological characteristics of these CSEs.
[5] Following the pioneering work of Rasmusson [1967,
1968], continental-scale GCIP water and energy budget
studies were undertaken by Roads et al. [1994, 1997,
1998, 1999, 2001, 2002a], Roads [2002], Roads and Betts
[2000], Roads and Chen [2000], Berbery et al. [1996,
1999], Berbery and Rasmusson [1999], Berbery [2001],
Yarosh et al. [1999], Maurer et al. [2001a, 2001b] with
limited data and models. In this paper, the water and energy
budgets of the Mississippi River Basin are again examined,
but with a representative suite of models and observations
developed, in part because of GCIP. In addition to global
atmospheric models, there are now regional atmospheric and
continental land surface models. In addition to operational
global analyses there are now global reanalyses and opera-
tional regional analyses as well as a pending regional
reanalysis. Additional satellite data is now available and
can provide validation fields for a number of variables.
Quality controlled gridded observations of precipitation,
runoff, water vapor, and many radiation components are
now available. High resolution Next Generation Radar
(NEXRAD) [NRC, 1999] precipitation is beginning to
become available. Soil moisture and tower flux measure-
ments are also beginning to be measured at a number of sites.
[6] The goal of this community effort was to begin what
might be vaguely thought of as the ‘‘best available’’ water
and energy budget synthesis (WEBS) at the end of GCIP
and start of the follow-on GEWEX Americas Prediction
Project (GAPP). By necessity, WEBS must include models
as well as observations and in this paper some representa-
tive global and regional analyses, global and regional
simulations, are compared with a macroscale hydrologic
model and available observations. It should be noted that
the range of models used here only represents and does not
summarize all of the modeling activities taking place during
GCIP. It should also be noted that despite our best effort to
include the best possible data and models, various model
improvements and new observations and data sets have
since been developed that could eventually help to improve
our estimates. Again, our goal was to develop the ‘‘best
available’’ rather than wait forever for the latest research
refinements.
[7] There were a number of obvious questions. What is
the relative contribution of moisture convergence and
evaporation to the precipitation? Does the moisture conver-
gence balance the surface runoff? What is the relative
contribution of precipitation, evaporation to runoff? What
is the relative contribution of the latent heat released by
precipitation to the radiational cooling, sensible heating and
dry static energy convergence? How is the surface radiation
balanced by turbulent transfers of sensible and latent heat
from the surface to the atmosphere? These questions can be
answered, in part, by examination of the water and energy
budget terms shown in this paper. In addition, there is a
corresponding CD-ROM [Roads et al., 2002b], which
includes an expanded version of this summary paper, a
more extensive set of tables, figures, and most of the
monthly mean digital data. An updated online version of
the CD-ROM is also available at http://ecpc.ucsd.edu/gcip/
webs.htm/.
[8] This WEBS has focused for the most part on devel-
oping a seasonal climatology for the 1996–1999 period,
when GCIP was fully active. Interannual variations during
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this time period were minimal so the GCIP time period has
been somewhat extended, mainly with the help of models,
to also cover the 1988–1999 time period. Although long-
term trends need to be better understood, only by studying
interannual variations on much longer time scales will the
confidence be gained to adequately describe these more
subtle variations. In that regard, this WEBS could be the
start of a longer-term effort in collaboration with WEBS
activities in other CSEs to an eventual global synthesis. This
GCIP WEBS also ignores diurnal variations, despite their
potential importance to the moisture budgets. For example,
there is a nocturnal jet in the Mississippi River Basin that
appears to be related to nighttime precipitation maximum on
the Rocky Mountain Front Range. Understanding better the
character of the diurnal variations here as well as in other
U.S. geographic regions will be one of the focuses of the
new GEWEX Americas Prediction Project (GAPP).
[9] As will be shown, despite substantial progress dur-
ing GCIP there is still much uncertainty. This uncertainty
arises in part from the lack of adequate observations to
fully characterize all of the processes. For example, soil
moisture, evaporation and sensible heating, and various
radiative components, are only measured in a few regions,
water and energy transports can only be calculated from
radiosondes over large-scale regions. Even a few of the
variables that are inferred from remote sensing, such as
surface skin temperature and solar radiation, must use a
model tuned to only a few sites. Atmospheric and hydro-
logic models that attempt to synthesize this information are
imperfect and even analysis output, which attempts to
make use of all available data, is biased toward imperfec-
tions in the model.
[10] This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 pro-
vides an overview of the physiography (soils, topography,
vegetation) of the Mississippi River Basin. Section 3 dis-
cusses characteristics of the observations. Section 4 dis-
cusses characteristics of the models and numerical analyses.
Section 5 discusses the water and energy budgets. Section 6
summarizes the annual basin means. Section 7 summarizes
the basin mean seasonal variations. Section 8 discusses
interannual variations. A summary is provided in section 9.
2. Physiography
[11] Models, especially high-resolution hydrologic models
are beginning to take advantage of the high-resolution
physiography available for the Mississippi River Basin as
well as the rest of the United States. To provide some
background for the physiography increasingly being used
for the models, topography, soils, and vegetation of the
Mississippi River Basin are briefly described below.
[12] Although several scales of topographic data exist for
most of the Mississippi Basin, the primary data set available
for the entire basin is the U.S. Geological Survey HYDRO1k
data set. The goal of the HYDRO1k data set (Data are
available without restriction from the EROS Data Center’s
web site at http://edcwww.cr.usgs.gov/landdaac/gtopo30/
hydro1k) was to develop hydrologically sound derivative
data layers for the globe. On the basis of the USGS’
GTOPO30 DEM, the HYDRO1k data set is an ensemble
package, with a cell size of 1 km, containing eight data layers
including elevations (Figure 1a), slope, aspect, compound
topographic index, flow directions, flow accumulations,
synthetic streamlines and drainage basins.
[13] The USDA-NRCS, through the National Coopera-
tive Soil Survey (NCSS), is in the process of developing soil
geographic databases for the United States. At the regional
level, the State Soil Geographic Database (STATSGO) was
released in 1992 for use in river basin, multicounty, multi-
state, and state resource planning. This database was created
by generalizing available soil survey maps, including pub-
lished and unpublished detailed soil surveys, county general
soil maps, state general soil maps, state major land resource
area maps, and, where no soil survey information was
available, Landsat imagery [Reybold and Tesselle, 1988].
STATSGO consists of geo-referenced digital map data and
associated digital tables of attribute data. The compiled soil
maps were created using the USGS 1-degree by 2-degree
topographic quadrangles (1:250,000 scale, Albers Equal
Area projection) as base maps, which were then merged
on a state basis. Miller and White [1998] developed a
multilayer soil characteristics data set for the Conterminous
United States http://www.essc.psu.edu/soil_info) from the
separate STATSGO data sets. This data set (CONUS-Soil)
provides soil physical and hydraulic properties for a set of
standard layers extending to 2.5 m below the surface.
Properties in CONUS-Soil include: soil texture class and
particle-size fractions, bulk density, porosity, depth-to-bed-
rock, rock fragment volume, rock fragment class, available
water capacity, permeability, plasticity, ph, K-factor (ero-
sion), hydrologic soil group, and curve number (Figure 1b).
[14] Land cover information for the Mississippi River
Basin (Figure 1c) was extracted from the IGBP Global Land
Cover Characteristics Data set [Loveland and Belward,
1997]. The land cover classes were derived from monthly
composites of a satellite-derived normalized difference
vegetation index (NDVI) and include the most dominant
land cover class per 20 km2 grid cell as prepared for an
analysis that links seasonal vegetation patterns to the three
most dominant land cover classes within each 20 km2 grid
cell of the Conterminous United States [Gallo et al., 2001].
The IGBP Land Cover Data set is available from the USGS
EROS Data Center http://edcdaac.usgs.gov/glcc/glcc.html).
Four IGBP land cover classes dominate the Mississippi
River Basin. Over 75% of the land cover includes croplands
(21.5% of the region), grasslands (21%), cropland/natural
vegetation mosaic (20.8%), and deciduous broadleaf forest
(16.5%). Urban and built-up areas represent <1% of the land
cover within the region. The croplands dominate the North-
Central part of the Basin; the grasslands dominate the West;
deciduous forests dominate the Southeast portion of the
region. The cropland/natural vegetation mixture includes
clusters of homogeneous areas in the North and Western
parts of the region.
[15] The satellite-derived NDVI data were also used to
examine the seasonal characteristics of vegetation within the
region. The NDVI data used in this analysis included
biweekly composite products produced at the USGS EROS
Data Center [Eidenshink, 1992; Eidenshink and Faundeen,
1994]. The composite products are based on daily, full
resolution (1.1 km2 at nadir) AVHRR scenes that were
geometrically registered to a Lambert azimuthal equal-area
map projection such that each map cell of the georegistered
products represents 1 km2. The daily scenes were compos-
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ited on a biweekly basis such that the data value from the
scene that exhibited the largest daily value of the NDVI was
retained in the biweekly product. The composite process is a
method for the removal of cloud-contaminated data from
the biweekly data as clouds have very low NDVI values
compared to vegetated land surfaces. The fractional green
vegetation (Fgreen), defined as the fraction of horizontal
area associated with the photosynthetically active green
vegetation that occupies a specific area (e.g., 1 km  1 km
grid cell), was then computed from the NDVI values as
described by Gallo et al. [2001].
[16] The annual mean (1993–1998, excluding 1994)
Fgreen (Figure 1d) is greatest in the deciduous forest
regions of the Mississippi River Basin where the duration
of green vegetation is greatest. The cropland and croplands/
natural vegetation regions display the next greatest levels of
annual Fgreen. Each of the land cover classes displays
unique seasonal trends in monthly Fgreen that depicts the
spring green-up and autumn green-down observed for the
region. The cropland class typically has the largest Fgreen
value. The forests typically will green-up early compared to
cultivated crops. All of the classes include some degree of
green-up and green-down, an indication of the seasonality
of the MRB region. Some of the classes, for example, the
grassland class, may display bimodal green-up/green-down
events, related to the rainfall within the region. In summary,
there are four dominant land cover classes, all of which
display patterns of green-up and green-down that reflect the
seasonality of the region. The Fgreen and land cover
information can be collectively used to monitor the seasonal
progression of green-up and green-down throughout the
region. Fgreen data are available at the UCAR/NOAA Joint
Office for Science Support Data Management Center http://
www.joss.ucar.edu/cgi-bin/codiac/dss?21.064).
3. Observations
[17] As described by Higgins et al. [2000] available
meteorological observation networks have included the
World Meteorological Organization (WMO) Global Tele-
communication (GTS) sites, 24-hour reports from the River
Forecast Centers, and NCDC cooperative stations [National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), 1995],
as well as many potential sites from SNOTEL and remote
automated weather stations (RAWS), In addition, standard
observations include the U. S. Geological Survey (USGS)
streamflow measurements the upper air radiosonde network
[Eskridge et al., 1995] and aircraft measurements of
Figure 1. Physiographic characteristics of the Mississippi River Basin. (a) Topographic relief. (b)
Surface soil texture. (c) Dominant IGBP land cover classes. (d) Annual mean fractional vegetation in the
Mississippi River Basin.
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temperature and wind [e.g., DiMego et al., 1992]. New
measurements begun during GCIP include the NEXRAD
[NRC, 1999] radar network for precipitation [Smith et al.,
1996], various soil moisture measurements to complement
the existing meager networks [Robock et al., 2000], and flux
tower measurements.
[18] Satellite measurements include the GEWEX NVAP
water vapor [Randel et al., 1996], the Pinker [Pinker et al.,
2003] solar radiation, and various other satellite products
of standard variables derived from TOV [Lakshmi and
Susskind, 2000] such as outgoing longwave radiation and
surface skin temperature. Although GEWEX precipitation
products such as the Global Precipitation Climatology
Product [Xie and Arkin, 1997], and Tropical Rainfall
Measuring Mission (TRMM, see Adler et al., 2000) could
have been utilized, standard products (2.5  2.5) are still
relatively coarse in comparison to the standard higher
resolution gauge [Higgins et al., 2000] and NEXRAD
[Smith et al., 1996] products available to us.
[19] It should also be noted here that there are numerous
plans for future satellite measurements, including: a cold
seasons mission, which will attempt to develop algorithms
for measuring snow equivalent water, a soil moisture
mission, which will attempt to measure soil moisture in
the upper few centimeters, a gravimetric mission, which will
attempt to measure groundwater, and a satellite altimetry
mission, which will measure river and lake levels. There are
also plans to develop GEWEX radiation data sets. From our
experience with this WEBS, it is recommended satellite
products be transitioned into operational streams as soon as
possible so that GAPP and other field measurement pro-
grams can take advantage of them.
[20] Finally, it should again be stressed that the water and
energy budgets cannot be adequately characterized much
less closed with observations, since many of the water and
energy budget processes are not measured, in any mean-
ingful way, on a continental scale. However, the available
observations can at least be used to estimate how accurately
the models and analyses to be discussed in the next chapter
are simulating various terms. These comparisons, models
with models, and models with limited observations, provide
an estimate as to what error these models might have, which
then provides clues as to how accurately the budgets are
closed with models and analyses. Further details about some
of the observations are provided below. A summary of the
applicability of these observations is presented in Table 1
and in section 3.8.
3.1. Radiosondes
[21] Balloon borne radiosonde measurements provide
our basic measurements for upper air measurements of
temperature, humidity, winds, and pressure, as well as
some derived quantities such as moisture and dry static
energy fluxes and associated convergence and divergence.
These expendable sensors are released twice daily (11Z
and 23Z) at about 33 stations (the NCDC archives have
about 169 stations at scattered global locations) within the
Mississippi River Basin (Figure 2a). Although the number
of locations and frequency of observations have been
steadily decreasing, the analysis models have gotten better
and have also been able to take advantage of a number of
other observations (such as satellite measurements) that
may ultimately have lower cost than the expensive radio-
sondes system. In that regard, it should be mentioned that
modern analysis systems also have extensive quality
control procedures to fix observation problems and anal-
yses may therefore be producing superior artificial sound-
ings. In fact, recent investigations of upper air moisture
transports have tended to rely on the analysis products.
Still, the analyses are a blend of coarse-scale numerical
weather prediction forecasts and other observations, and
just because an analysis method utilizes radiosondes, it
Table 1. Basic Observations Available for GCIP Water and Energy Budget Studies Along With a Subjective Evaluation of These
Variablesa
Variables Measurement or Data Set None/Poor/Good/Excellent
Precipitable Water NVAP Missing 1999; need higher
resolution observations.
Surface Water In situ, Illinois Need more in situ observations.
Snow Obs. plus SNWTHRM model Need more months and combined
satellite gauge.
Skin Temperature Janowiak et al. [1999] gauge,
Lakshmi and Susskind [2000] TOVS
Gauge only has Tmax, Tmin. Need
combined satellite gauge skin temperature.
Precipitation Higgins et al. [2000] gauge,
Smith et al. [1996] NEXRAD
NEXRAD only has summer months.
Undercatch issues not yet resolved for gauges.
Evaporation 2 Flux towers Need more observations.
Moisture Conv. A few radiosondes Only basin means from observations.
Runoff GRDC; see section 3.3 GRDC was not corrected for management
effects and only included monthly means.
Maurer and Lettenmaier [2001] only have
basin-wide runoff values.
Dry Static Energy Conv.
Sensible Heating 2 flux towers Need more observations.
Atmospheric Radiative Cooling
Surface Radiative Heating
Radiation Fluxes Pinker et al. [2003] solar,
Lakshmi and Susskind [2000] olr (TOVS)
Need net surface longwave and more flux
tower measurements.
a‘‘None’’ indicates that no observations are available; ‘‘poor’’ indicates that there are some observations but not enough to develop a basin wide
summary; ‘‘good’’ indicates that these variables are useful for basin means but that there are still some problems that prevent them from being fully utilized;
and ‘‘excellent’’ indicates that no additional work is needed, at least in comparison to imperfect models.
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does not mean that these radiosonde observations will be
identically emulated.
3.2. Surface Meteorology
[22] The principal surface stations used for the compar-
isons in this paper are the first-order stations at which
temperature, relative humidity, wind speed and wind
direction, and other meteorological observations are taken.
There are about 300 such stations archived by NCDC; about
250 are present over the chosen domain (Figure 2b). These
stations have hourly information from the many automatic
recording instruments available at these sites. Radiosonde
stations are usually close but independently located from
surface stations. According to DiMego et al. [1992], an
Figure 2. Mississippi River Basin observation networks for the period 1996–1999. (a) Radiosonde
stations (34). (b) NCDC first-order stations (163). (c) NCDC COOP stations [8761]. (d) USGS streamflow
gauges [2282]. (e) NEXRAD sites (51). (f) Flux tower sites (2). (g) In situ soil moisture measurements (19).
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advantage to the regional analysis, over the global analysis,
performed at NCEP, is that it incorporates surface measure-
ments of pressure, temperature, and humidity whereas the
global analysis only includes surface pressure. Neither the
global or regional analyses incorporate surface measure-
ments of wind, since grid point winds are presumed not to
be able to accurately represent surface wind measurements;
at the same time surface wind measurements at the scattered
first-order stations are not thought to be representative of the
large-scale winds over large areas.
[23] In addition to these first-order stations where a
number of meteorological variables are measured, the
National Climatic Data Center [NOAA, 1995] maintains a
huge network of cooperative stations (about 5000 in the
Mississippi River Basin, Figure 2c), which measure daily
max min temperature and precipitation (instrument shelters
are 1.5 m above the surface) as a cooperation between
NCDC and many volunteers. As stations change, because of
ownership changes, deaths, etc., NCDC has attempted to
locate sites in nearby regions, in order to maintain some
climatic continuity. Many of these stations have been in
existence for over 100 years. Hourly precipitation is also
available from a number of stations maintained by the River
Forecast Centers.
[24] The NCDC and first-order station network along
with the precipitation network of the River Forecast Centers
(not shown) was utilized by Janowiak et al. [1999] to
develop gridded surface air temperature and by Higgins et
al. [2000] to develop gridded daily precipitation. Gridding
suffers somewhat from sampling errors associated with the
sparse areal density of stations, particularly for convective
rainfall. Additionally, systematic errors are associated with
biases in the location of gauges (especially in areas of high
topographic relief) and in the under catch of precipitation by
individual gauges, especially for solid or intense precipita-
tion. Nonetheless, is assumed that these gridded data sets
provide the best available gridded set of observations
available for temperature and precipitation. Comparison of
precipitation with other products, including the NEXRAD
based precipitation data set indicates small differences at the
regional scales (25 km) examined here.
3.3. Runoff
[25] Streamflow is an integrator of surface runoff, and
therefore (absent seepage or exfiltration from or to the river
channel) the aggregate runoff (N) from a basin of any size
can be estimated from stream discharge observations. In
practice, discharge observations are made at gauging sta-
tions, where the direct observation is of stream water level,
or stage, which is transformed to discharge via a rating
curve, usually a curve fit through a set of discrete coincident
observations of stage and discharge. The location of a
stream gauge defines an upstream drainage area. The USGS
stream-gauging network routinely collects streamflow data
at more than 7000 locations in the U.S. (Figure 2d), and
daily streamflow records totaling more than 400,000 station-
years are held in USGS archives. Using this and other global
observations as well as a climate-driven water balance
model, Fekete et al. [2000] developed a global 0.5-degree
climatological data set, which is the basis for some of the
comparisons reported here. This data set uses discharge
observations generally from the mid-1960s through the
mid-1980s, which may not be wholly appropriate for
comparison with the basic 1996–1999 GCIP period studied
here.
[26] Groundwater flow divergence (that is, lateral flow)
and changes in groundwater storage are not well observed
except in areas of intensive groundwater management, and
certainly not at continental or global scales. The location
and density of groundwater monitoring wells is mostly
determined by management concerns. Groundwater fluxes
and storage changes are currently considered only in a
cursory manner, if at all, by climate monitoring networks.
Interpretation of monitoring well data is greatly complicated
by local effects, such as pumping, which makes extraction
of regional fluxes, and hence the surface water balance,
difficult. In some cases, water balances can be conducted
over regions (e.g., large river basins) for which geologic
considerations dictate that groundwater flow across the
boundaries is minimal. Even in these cases, however,
changes in groundwater storage can complicate interpreta-
tion of regional water budgets. Present groundwater obser-
vation networks are unable to provide fundamental
information about the amount and interannual variability
of three critical fluxes. First, in systems ranging from large
rivers to semiarid region riparian areas, groundwater-surface
water interchange is not currently well characterized (and is
largely ignored in the current generation of land-atmosphere
models). Second, groundwater discharge to estuaries and
oceans is largely unmeasured, even though some studies
have shown that it can account for a substantial fraction of
the net movement of fresh water from the continents to the
oceans. Third, observation networks cannot discriminate
among groundwater recharge mechanisms that may domi-
nate over different time scales. For example, diffuse vadose
zone recharge in undeveloped arid and semiarid zones may
be important over decade-to-century times, while on shorter
time scales water fluxes may involve net upward flow, not
recharge, due to vapor transport. In some smaller subareas
of the GCIP-WEBS region, such as arid areas where other
water budget components are small, the groundwater dis-
charge may be a factor. However, at the larger scale of the
Mississippi River Basin or major subbasins, groundwater
discharge is unlikely to be a significant component of the
water budget.
[27] It is also important to appropriately adjust for
management effects. In that regard, ‘‘undepleted’’ (water
management effects removed) basin mean runoff for the
WebS-GCIP study area was estimated using observed flows
at the Vicksburg, Mississippi gauge, which is currently
operated by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. The
Vicksburg gauge has been in continuous operation since
1928, and is the best representative gauge for the entire
Mississippi River Basin. Estimates of the ‘‘undepleted’’ or
‘‘naturalized flow’’ were made from estimated 1995 deple-
tions from the Missouri River basin [U. S. Army Corps of
Engineers, 1998] and theOhio, UpperMississippi, Arkansas-
Red-White, and lower Mississippi River basins [Solley et
al., 1998]. Scaling the 1995 depletion by the ratio of VIC
model annual evapotranspiration in each year to VIC model
1995 evapotranspiration produced a time series of deple-
tions for each year in the WebS period. Because the
distribution of runoff production is far from uniform over
the Mississippi River Basin, with a concentration of much
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greater values in the southeastern area, the basin-wide
average for the area upstream of Vicksburg is substantially
lower than that for the entire basin, and therefore must be
corrected for the effect of the area in the basin downstream
of Vicksburg. Therefore the undepleted runoff at Vicksburg
was prorated for the entire basin using the ratio of runoff
(per unit area) for the entire Mississippi River Basin to
runoff from the area contributing to flow at Vicksburg as
simulated by the VIC model.
3.4. NEXRAD
[28] The new network of WSR-88D [NRC, 1999] radars
(Figure 2e) has the potential to improve precipitation
estimates in the United States by vastly increasing the
effective sampling density of precipitation. For GCIP,
hourly rainfall accumulation maps on a 4km grid have been
developed from WSR-88D ‘‘composite reflectivity’’
mosaics for the United States. The composite reflectivity
data set has a 15 min time resolution and is created by
merging composite reflectivity products from individual
WSR-88D radars. WSR-88D radars have a nominal range
of 230 km for rainfall products. The national composite is
developed by WSI as part of the NEXRAD Information
Dissemination Service program, which has been distributed
by NASA through December 2000. The hourly rainfall
accumulation fields were aggregated to produce monthly
rainfall accumulation fields for June, July, and August
during the years 1996–1999. Rain gauge observations from
the COOP observer network were used to determine Z-R
relationships used in developing the hourly rainfall accu-
mulation fields. The June–August rainfall accumulation
products are based on an interim precipitation product that
has been developed by J. A. Smith (Princeton) and W. F.
Krajewski (U. Iowa). The final data set will ultimately have a
time resolution of 1 hour and a spatial resolution of 4 km.
The most significant changes to the warm season data set
will result from additional quality control steps and incor-
poration of detailed regional gage-radar studies that are
being carried out regionally for the Mississippi River Basin.
Additional QC will mitigate problems of radar calibration at
several radar sites (and for only a portion of the 5-year
period). Although this product is still experimental, it was
decided to at least compare it to the standard Higgins based
product since it is likely to be more heavily utilized in the
future as various problems are eliminated. In fact, Higgins
et al. [2000] utilized the NEXRAD data to correct for the
large number of incorrect reports of zero precipitation in the
station measurements. That is when the station indicated
zero precipitation, but the NEXRAD values were >2 mm,
then the station was eliminated from the precipitation
analysis. The NEXRAD data was also quality controlled
using high resolution GOES-IR data to screen out heavy
hourly radar precipitation estimates when collocated tem-
peratures are warmer than a set threshold.
3.5. NOAA Tower Measurement Program
[29] In order to provide a long-term continuous record of
the surface energy balance components for model testing
and evaluation, a tower measurement program was initiated
under the NOAA contribution to the United States GCIP
program [Meyers, 2001; Wilson and Baldocchi, 2000]. In
June of 1995, the first system was installed within the Little
Washita Watershed, which is located in the GEWEX/GCIP
large-scale areas (LSA) in the southwestern (SW) region. In
August 1996, a second system was fully operational on a
farm location near Champaign, Illinois, which is in the
GEWEX/GCIP north central (NC) region. Using the eddy
covariance technique, the average vertical turbulent eddy
fluxes of sensible and latent heat (and other scalars) have
been determined. Average vertical turbulent fluxes are
computed in real time using a digital recursive filter (200
s time constant) for the determination of a running ‘‘mean’’
from which the instantaneous values are subtracted. An
averaging period of 30 min is considered large enough for
statistical confidence in the covariance quantity but is short
enough to resolve the structure of the diurnal cycle. Addi-
tional measurements are being contemplated and will soon
be available via the Web to interested parties. Figure 2f
shows the location of the GCIP flux towers. Because of the
timing at which various flux towers came on line, only the
Little Washita and Illinois data sets could be used for this
study (1996–1999).
3.6. Soil Moisture
[30] Only a few long time series of soil moisture obser-
vations in the Mississippi River Basin exist, but several new
networks have been established in parts of the basin, and
they provide detailed information for these regions. For
evaluating the water budget of this region, its climatology
and how it has changed for the past few decades, the
currently existing database is clearly inadequate, even today.
As the new data are used to develop better modeling and
remote sensing capabilities, it should be possible to use data
assimilation to produce basin-wide distributions of soil
moisture. However, only the Illinois data (described by
Hollinger and Isard [1994]) was available for this WEBS
(Figure 2g). This data has also been used for evaluation of
the Atmospheric Model Intercomparison Project (AMIP)
[Gates, 1992] climate model simulations of soil moisture
[Robock et al., 1998, Srinivasan et al., 2000], for evaluating
the Global Soil Wetness Project [Dirmeyer and Dolman,
1998; Dirmeyer et al., 1999] land surface schemes’ calcu-
lations of soil moisture [Entin et al., 1999], as ground truth
for remote sensing by passive microwave observations of
soil moisture [Vinnikov et al., 1999a], for evaluating the
temporal and spatial scales of soil moisture variations
[Entin, 1998; Entin et al., 2000], for designing new net-
works of soil moisture observations [Vinnikov et al., 1999b],
and for determining the dependence of the spatial averaging
errors on network density [Vinnikov et al., 1999b].
3.7. Satellite Products
3.7.1. Precipitation
[31] Considerable effort has been devoted previously to
developing satellite-based remote sensing methods for pre-
cipitation [see Adler et al., 2000; Huffman et al., 1997; Xie
and Arkin, 1997]. Infrared-based algorithms primarily based
on cloud top temperature are really only meaningful in the
case of deep penetrating convection (prevalent in the
tropics). Microwave techniques are sensitive to the amount
and distribution of precipitating ice particles and water
drops present in the atmospheric column. These data sets
have been combined with gauges over land, and although
the gauges are currently given the greatest weight, due to
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traditional problems with gauges more weight may be given
to satellite measurements in the future. In that regard, it
should be noted that the proposed Global Precipitation
Mission (GPM) would provide 3-hourly 4 km precipitation
coverage over the globe between 55N and S and could be
the cornerstone of future global observations over both
ocean and land. Again, currently available satellite precip-
itation products are still too coarse in comparison to
available station and NEXRAD products.
3.7.2. TOVS
[32] The TIROS Operational Vertical Sounder (TOVS)
contains two instruments: the HIRS2 (High Resolution
Infra-Red Sounder) and the MSU (Microwave Sounding
Unit). TOVS has been operated on NOAA satellites from
TIROS-N from 1978 to the present and has been used to
derive outgoing longwave radiation and surface meteoro-
logical variables such as land surface temperature, air
temperature, and specific humidity, as well as atmospheric
profiles of air temperature, water vapor and ozone burden,
and cloud fraction and height [Susskind et al., 1984, 1997].
These variables are calculated separately for each (instan-
taneous) overpass (230am, 730am, 230pm and 730pm) and
gridded to global 1  1 spatial resolution (land and
ocean). The derived variables are aggregated into pentad
(5-day) and monthly averages. Canopy air temperature and
surface specific humidity are obtained by extrapolating the air
temperature and water vapor profiles to the surface pressure.
Land surface temperature is calculated directly using obser-
vations in the thermal and infrared regions (channels 8, 18
and 19: 11.14 mm, 3.98 mm and 3.74 mm, respectively) and
inversion of the Planck function. Surface emissivity values of
0.95 (channel 8) and 0.85 (channel 18, 19) were assumed
for the surface temperature calculations. For this WEBS the
TOVS derived surface skin temperature and outgoing
longwave radiation were used for comparison to model
products.
3.7.3. Solar Radiation
[33] Surface short-wave radiation budget components are
derived from a physical inference model [Pinker et al.,
2003], driven with satellite observations of reflected energy.
The model requires clear column radiance, cloud top
radiance, cloud fraction, precipitable water, snow cover,
and composite clear sky radiance, as input. These model
inputs are generated at NOAA/NESDIS where the satellite
observations are received in real time (hourly), and prepro-
cessed into the required quantities hourly for targets that are
centered at 0.5 latitude/longitude intervals. The primary
observing system is the visible channel (0.52–0.72 mm)
on the GOES-8 satellite, which is a narrowband channel. To
derive broadband fluxes requires development of narrow to
broadband transformations of the spectral radiances, angu-
larly dependent relationships between the broadband reflec-
tance and the narrowband reflectance and the effects of
surface types, aerosols, clouds and sun-viewing geometry.
Coverage extends from 25 to 50N latitude, and 70 to
125W longitude. The targets consist of 9 8 arrays of 4 km
center-to-center pixels (at nadir), where the visible data
have been averaged up to 4 km resolution, to coincide with
the 4 km resolution infrared pixels.
3.7.4. Water Vapor
[34] Randel et al. [1996] developed a blended, global,
daily water vapor data set at 1  1 resolution. The data set
is called the NASA Water Vapor Project (NVAP). The
analysis combines water vapor retrievals from the Televi-
sion and Infrared Operational Satellite (TIROS) Operational
Vertical Sounder (TOVS), the Special Sensor Microwave/
Imager, and radiosondes. The NVAP data is currently
available for the time period 1988–1999, and is utilized
here as the basic precipitable water observations. NVAP is
being created in the post-1999 time period as well. NVAP
contains total column water vapor as well as water vapor
amounts from 1000 to 700, 700 to 500, 500 to 300, and 300
to 200 mb layers.
3.8. Summary of Hydroclimatic Observations
[35] There are certainly many measurements, but as
summarized in Table 1, they are not yet adequate to close
water and energy budgets on continental scales. We have
inadequate observations of soil moisture, snow equivalent
water, and tendencies in these variables are important
components of the water budget. By contrast, water vapor
is will observed but water vapor tendencies do not seem to
be critical on seasonal time scales. Skin temperature and
atmospheric tendencies are also probably not critically
important on seasonal time scales but they along with
atmospheric water vapor tendencies are important on shorter
time scales. Satellite measurements are probably critical in
that regard, but as will be shown probably need to be tied
more closely to available observations of surface measure-
ments. Surface flux measurements of latent and sensible
heat as well as basic radiation components are exceedingly
rare (there were only two tower sites available for the entire
Mississippi River Basin). Satellite estimates of net radiation
are useful, although only the outgoing radiation and the
estimated downward solar flux at the bottom of the atmo-
sphere were available for this time period and region.
Moisture convergence was available only as a basin mean
from radiosonde measurements and there were no estimates
made for the energy convergence. In fact, only annual mean
moisture convergence could be estimated from the clima-
tological runoff. Streamflow can be measured at the outlet
of the Mississippi but this measured streamflow, does not
reflect the effects of water management, which had to be
estimated here. Precipitation is probably our best measured
variable, but attempts to go to higher resolution with
NEXRAD have so far only been successful during the
summer. In addition, there may be some undercatch issues
associated with the raw observations. In short, the available
observations really only allow us to characterize, rather than
definitively close the water and energy budgets. Models,
which automatically close their own false budgets, are
needed to supplement observations and in effect help us
to approximately close the true budgets.
4. GCIP Models
[36] Modern global and regional atmospheric and macro-
scale hydrologic models provide comprehensive hydrocli-
matological output and a means to supplement meager
observations. There have been a number of different types
of models used for GCIP studies, which are constrained in
different ways to available observations. Global models are
typically only constrained by observed sea surface temper-
atures (SSTs). However, they can be further constrained by
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global atmospheric observations in atmospheric analysis.
Regional models are also constrained by global atmospheric
analyses and can be even further constrained through
additional regional atmospheric observations in a regional
analysis. Hydrologic models are constrained by the need to
balance observed runoff using observed precipitation (and
other forcings) as input. Some of these constraints, or lack
thereof, are critically dependent upon their use. For exam-
ple, to make long-range predictions, only global SSTs and
other boundary conditions, including perhaps land surface
boundary conditions, can be specified initially and then the
boundary conditions can either be assumed to persist [see,
e.g., Roads et al., 2001, 2003] or a coupled model can be
developed that predicts the behavior of the slowly varying
boundary conditions. Coupled ocean atmosphere-land mod-
eling is just beginning and may someday replace current
long-range predictions that currently rely mainly upon
persistent characteristics of the ocean and land surface
conditions.
[37] Below, the models used for this WEBS are briefly
described. Again these models only represent the types of
models that were used for various GCIP investigations.
Modeling studies with many other models were also devel-
oped during GCIP [see, e.g., Tackle et al., 1999].
4.1. NCEP Global Spectral Model and Reanalysis
[38] The global spectral model (GSM) used for this study
was based upon the Medium-Range Forecast (MRF) Model
used at the NCEP for making the four-times-daily Global
Data Assimilation System (GDAS) analysis and for making
the medium-range (6–14 day) predictions. This GSM,
which had undergone steady improvement for a number
of years [see Caplan et al., 1997], became on 10 January
1995, the basic global model used for the NCEP/NCAR
reanalysis (hereafter referred to as REAN1; see Kalnay et
al. [1996] for a description of the model). The REAN1
GSM used a primitive equation or hydrostatic system of
virtual temperature, humidity, surface pressure, mass conti-
nuity, vorticity, and divergence prognostic equations on
terrain- following sigma (sigma is defined as the ratio of
the ambient pressure to surface pressure) coordinates. These
levels (28) were concentrated near the lower boundary and
tropopause.
[39] As discussed by Hong and Leetmaa [1999; see also
Hong and Pan, 1996], the physics package for the GSM
included longwave and short-wave radiation interactions
between cloud and radiation; boundary layer processes,
such as shallow clouds and convection; large-scale conden-
sation; gravity wave drag; and enhanced topography. Ver-
tical transfer throughout the troposphere, including the
boundary layer, was related to eddy diffusion coefficients
dependent upon a Richardson number-dependent diffusion
process [Kanamitsu, 1989]. A major GSM development
effort had been concerned with the cumulus convection
parameterization,which currently used a simplifiedArakawa-
Schubert (SAS) parameterization [see Grell, 1993; Pan and
Wu, 1995]. SAS removes large-scale instabilities by relax-
ing temperature and moisture profiles toward prescribed
equilibrium values on a prescribed timescale. The convec-
tion scheme also allows entrainment into the updraft and
detrainment from the downdraft between the level from
which the updraft air originates and the level of free
convection (LFC). An innovative land surface parameteri-
zation (LSP), which underwent a radical change from the
former bucket model, was also developed for the GSM. The
new LSP [see Pan, 1990] consists of two soil layers in
which soil moisture and temperature as well as moisture
present in the vegetation and snow are carried as dependent
variables. Exchange between the two soil layers is modeled
as a diffusion process. Evaporation occurs from bare soil,
leaf canopy, as well as transpiration through leaf stomata.
Chen et al. [1996] made further improvements [see also
Betts et al., 1997] to NCEP’s associated Eta Model
(described below), and these changes will soon be incorpo-
rated in later versions of the GSM.
[40] An upgraded version of the GSM was the basis for
the NCEP/DOE AMIP Reanalysis II (hereafter referred to as
REAN2; see Kanamitsu et al. [2002]) as well as the coarser-
scale (T42) GSM continuous simulations forced by SST
[Reichler and Roads, 2003] used here. Besides a few
physical parameterization changes, a number of notable
bugs in the REAN1 were also fixed. For example, REAN2
snow amount was prescribed from operational files instead
of using a fixed climatology (which was mistakenly used in
REAN1 for a few years). Horizontal diffusion is correctly
applied to pressure surfaces, rather than sigma surfaces,
which results in better diffusion at high latitudes and less
spectral noise is now apparent in the precipitation and
snowfields [see Roads et al., 1999; Roads, 2003]. The
radiation is now computed on the full model grid instead
of a coarser grid. The cloudiness-relative humidity relation-
ship was refined. There are some other important differ-
ences in the boundary layer. In the REAN1 boundary layer,
vertical transfer is related to eddy diffusion coefficients
dependent upon a Richardson number-dependent diffusion
process [Kanamitsu, 1989]. In REAN2, a nonlocal diffusion
concept is used for the mixed layer (diffusion coefficients
are still applied above the boundary layer). Briefly, in the
mixed layer, the turbulent diffusion coefficients are calcu-
lated from a prescribed profile shape as a function of
boundary layer height and scale parameters derived from
similarity requirements [Troen and Mahrt, 1986]. Finally,
unlike REAN1, REAN2 does not force the soil moisture to
an assumed climatology, which results in too large a
seasonal cycle and too small interannual variations [Roads
et al., 1999; Roads and Betts, 2000; Maurer et al., 2001a,
2001b]. This correction also contributed to some of the
excessive precipitation noted in the U.S. Southeast. REAN2
corrects, instead, the model soil moisture by adding the
previous pentad (5-day) difference between the reanalysis
precipitation and observed precipitation to the soil moisture
[see Kanamitsu et al., 2002; Roads et al., 2002a].
4.2. RSM
[41] The RSM used for this study was originally devel-
oped by Juang and Kanamitsu [1994] [see also Juang et al.,
1997]. This model has previously been used to simulate and
analyze regional climate characteristics of precipitation
[Chen et al., 1999; Hong and Leetmaa, 1999], low-level
winds and precipitation [Anderson et al., 2000; Anderson
and Roads, 2002] and Mississippi River Basin water and
energy budgets [Roads and Chen, 2000]. The RSM is a
regional extension to the GSM and in principle provides an
almost seamless transition between the REAN1 (REAN2 is
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not as available at high temporal resolution) and the higher
resolution region of interest. Another advantage, according
to Hong and Leetmaa [1999], is that the RSM does not have
the same restrictions on nesting size that other regional
climate models seem to have and smaller nests can be
embedded within the large-scale reanalysis without notice-
able errors or influences. Basically, the RSM use the same
primitive hydrostatic system of virtual temperature, humid-
ity, surface pressure and mass continuity prognostic equa-
tions on terrain-following sigma (sigma is defined as the
ratio of the ambient pressure to surface pressure) coordi-
nates as the GSM. Except for the scale dependence built
into the horizontal diffusion and some other physical
parameterizations, the GSM and RSM physical parameter-
izations should be, in principle, identical. Again, it is
claimed, without too much justification that the RSM is
representative of many of the other regional models, such as
MM5, RAMS, MASS, etc. used for GCIP studies (see Takle
et al. [1999] for a regional model intercomparison applica-
ble to GCIP).
[42] In the absence of any regional forcing, (and intrinsic
internal dynamics, any significant physical parameterization
differences, and significant spatial resolution) the total RSM
solution should be identical to the GSM solution. A minor
structural difference is that the GSM utilizes vorticity,
divergence equations, whereas the RSM utilizes momentum
equations in order to have simpler lateral boundary con-
ditions. The GSM and RSM horizontal basis functions are
also different. The GSM uses spherical harmonics with a
triangular truncation of 62 (T62) whereas the RSM uses
cosine or sine waves to represent regional perturbations
about the imposed global scale base fields on the regional
grids. The double Fourier spectral representations are care-
fully chosen so that the normal wind perturbations are anti-
symmetric about the lateral boundary. Other model scalar
variables (i.e., virtual temperature, specific humidity, and
surface log pressure) are symmetric perturbations. Finally,
the RSM usually uses a polar stereographic projection while
the GSM uses Gaussian grid, and thus the geographical
location of the grids do not match, requiring some interpo-
lation from each grid.
4.3. NCEP Eta Model Analysis
[43] The NCEP regional Eta model (so named because of
the vertical eta coordinate system, which has some advan-
tage for mountainous terrain) was used for the basic
regional analysis for GCIP [see Berbery et al., 1996;
Berbery and Rasmusson, 1999] (E. H. Berbery et al., A
six year regional climatology of the atmospheric water
balance, submitted to Journal of Geophysical Research,
2002). Although there are some similarities to the physical
parameterizations of the GSM/RSM, there are some impor-
tant differences, especially in the cumulus convection
scheme, which uses the Betts Miller scheme versus the
simplified Arakawa-Schubert scheme used in the GSM/
RSM. The Eta model also has an upgraded land surface
package [Chen et al., 1996; Betts et al., 1997] and an
associated cloud prediction model [Zhao et al., 1997].
Since April 1995 the Eta model operational forecasts were
run from initial data resulting from the Eta Data Assimila-
tion System (EDAS). This system began with a global
model 6-hour forecast up to 12 hours prior to the Eta model
forecast, and was followed by adjustments to observations
by optimal interpolation at 3-hours intervals. Apart from
synoptic observations the regional assimilation also ingests
data from aircraft, wind profilers, and vertically integrated
water vapor derived from satellite measurements at reso-
lutions in accordance with those of the model [Rogers et
al., 1996]. Currently, the optimal interpolation has been
replaced by a 3D-Var analysis. The advantages of comput-
ing surface energy balances from EDAS over those esti-
mated from REAN-I are discussed by Berbery et al. [1999];
further discussion is given by Yarosh et al. [1999]. Since
June 1998 EDAS has had its own soil moisture cycle, and
global biases in soil moisture have been reduced.
[44] The success of the Eta model and EDAS to
realistically reproduce mesoscale features of the circulation
[see, e.g., Berbery, 2001] encouraged the development of
an initiative to perform regional reanalyses for at least a
20-year period. The objective of the NCEP/EMC Regional
Reanalysis (RR) project is to produce a long-term set of
consistent climate data for the North American domain, at a
regional scale. The RR product will probably be superior to
the NCEP/NCAR Global Reanalysis (GR), over North
America, in both resolution and accuracy. Intended resolu-
tion and domain size are those of the operational Eta prior to
September 2000, 32-km/45 layer, North America and parts
of Atlantic and Pacific. The intended regional reanalysis
period is presently planned to be 1982–2003 [Mesinger et
al., 2002]. The work performed so far includes data gath-
ering and processing, the design of a pilot reanalysis system,
and running and analysis of a number of pilot runs. Besides
the basic data used for the global reanalysis, additional data
include Continental United States and Mexican rain gauge
data (and CMAP pentad outside); TOVS-1b radiances, wind
profilers, VAD winds, GOES radiances, and land surface
temperature, wind and moisture data [Mesinger et al.,
2002].
4.4. Macroscale Hydrologic Model
[45] The macroscale hydrologic model used for this inter-
comparison was the variable infiltration capacity hydrologic
model (VIC), which was described in detail by Liang et al.
[1994] and at http://hydro.washington.edu; details on the
application of the VIC model for WEBS were described by
Maurer et al. [2001a, 2001b]. VIC is a macroscale hydro-
logic model that balances both energy and water over a grid
mesh, in this application at a 1/8-degree resolution, using a
3-hourly time step. At the 1/8-degree resolution, the model
represents about 23,000 computational grid cells within the
Mississippi River Basin. The VIC model computed
the vertical energy and moisture fluxes in a grid cell on the
basis of a specification at each grid cell of soil properties and
vegetation coverage. VIC included the representation of
subgrid variability in soil infiltration capacity, and a mosaic
of vegetation classes in any grid cell. Drainage between the
soil layers (three were used in this application) is entirely
gravity-driven, and the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity is
a function of the degree of saturation of the soil, with base
flow produced from the lowest soil layer using the nonlinear
ARNO formulation [Todini, 1996]. To account for subgrid
variability in infiltration, the VIC model used a variable
infiltration capacity scheme based on Zhao et al. [1980,
1997]. This scheme uses a spatial probability distribution to
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characterize available infiltration capacity as a function of
the relative saturated area of the grid cell. Precipitation in
excess of the available infiltration capacity forms surface
runoff.
[46] The soil characteristics used in the VIC model for
the Mississippi River Basin were based on the gridded
1/8-degree data sets that have been developed as part of the
Land Data Assimilation system (LDAS) project. In this
data set, specific soil characteristics (e.g., field capacity,
wilting point, saturated hydraulic conductivity) were based
on the work of Cosby et al. [1984] and Rawls et al. [1998],
which used the 1-km resolution continental U.S. soil
texture data set produced by Pennsylvania State University
[Miller and White, 1998]. Land cover characterization was
based on the data set described by Hansen et al. [2000],
which has a resolution of 1 km, and a total of 14 different
land cover classes. From this global data set, the land cover
types present in each 1/8-degree grid cell in the model
domain, and the proportion of the grid cell occupied by
each were identified. The primary characteristic of the land
cover that affects the hydrologic fluxes simulated by the
VIC model is leaf area index (LAI). LAI is derived from
the gridded (1/4 degree) monthly global LAI database of
Myneni et al. [1997], which is combined with the land
cover classification to derive the monthly LAI corresponding
to each vegetation classification for each grid cell. Infil-
tration, moisture flux between the soil layers, and runoff
all vary with vegetation cover type within a grid cell. Grid
cell total surface runoff and base flow were computed for
each vegetation type and then summed over the compo-
nent vegetation covers within each grid cell for each time
step.
[47] The VIC model was forced with observed, or
derived from observed, meteorological data. The precipita-
tion data consisted of daily totals from approximately 5000
NOAA Cooperative Observer (Co-op) Stations in the Mis-
sissippi River Basin. The raw precipitation data were
gridded to a 1/8-degree grid and, as described by Widmann
and Bretherton [2000], the gridded daily precipitation were
then scaled so to match the long term average of the
Parameter-elevation Regressions on Independent Slopes
Model (PRISM) precipitation data set [Daly et al., 1994],
which is a comprehensive data set of monthly means for
1961–1990 that are statistically adjusted to capture local
variations due to complex terrain. The daily precipitation
total was distributed evenly over each time step. The
minimum and maximum daily temperature data for the
Mississippi River Basin, obtained from approximately 3000
Co-op stations in the basin, were combined with a digital
elevation model and the temperatures lapsed to the grid cell
mean elevation. Temperatures at each time step were
interpolated by fitting an asymmetric spline through the
daily maxima and minima. Dew point temperature was
calculated using the method of Kimball et al. [1997], which
relates the dew point to the daily minimum temperature,
and downward short-wave radiation was calculated on the
basis of the daily temperature range and the dew point
temperature using a method described by Thornton and
Running [1999]. Because surface observations of wind
speed are very sparse and are biased toward certain
geographical settings (e.g., airports), daily 10 m wind fields
were obtained from the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis [Kalnay et
al., 1996], and regridded from the T62 Gaussian grid
(approximately 1.9 degrees square) to the 1/8-degree grid
using a linear interpolation.
5. Water and Energy Budget Equations
[48] Water and energy cycles are time varying 3-dimen-
sional cycles involving various storages and processes.
Taking vertical pressure weighted averages in the atmo-
sphere and vertical averages in the subsurface, as well as
monthly time means, this document is focused on 2-dimen-
sional horizontal seasonal to interannual hydroclimatic
variations.
[49] Consider first the atmospheric water (equation (1))




¼ E  P þMC þ RESQ ð1Þ
@W
@t
¼ P  E  N þ RESW : ð2Þ
The two state variables for these water mass conservation
equations are Q, the vertically (pressure weighted) inte-
grated specific humidity or precipitable water W, the
vertically integrated (2 m below the surface to the surface
is used here) soil moisture (M) plus snow liquid water (S).
The surface water, W = M + S, is computed only over land.
[50] As described by Roads et al. [2002a], the water cycle
described by these equations can be viewed rather simplis-
tically in five steps. Under suitable conditions, liquid and
solid water evaporate (E) from the ocean and land surface
(which includes snow and vegetation) into the atmosphere.
Water vapor is transported by atmospheric winds to other
regions, and the convergence of this mass flux, MC, will
increase atmospheric water vapor over some regions while
decreasing water vapor over other regions. Water vapor
condenses into cloud particles, C. Cloud particles are
formed (through nucleation), grow by condensation and
coalescence and by accretion into large liquid and solid
drops, which fall as precipitation to the surface, P. If there is
no horizontal cloud advection in a vertical column, there is
as much water condensed as is precipitated and in the rest of
the paper, the identity, C = P, where C and P are the vertical
integrals, was assumed. Although the contribution of cloud
and precipitation evaporation to the total moisture budget is
thought to be small, it could be important for influencing the
dynamics and most models now take into account at least
the evaporation of rain through unsaturated layers. In any
event, surface water was eventually increased through snow
cover and infiltration by liquid water and then decreased by
evaporation. Some of this surface water was transported to
rivers, which in turn transport the water to other locations;
the net divergence of this transport or runoff, N, will
increase surface water in low lying regions before discharg-
ing it into the oceans; in fact, most large and regional-scale
atmospheric models simplistically assume that excess sur-
face water is discharged immediately to the oceans. For a
global long-term average, there is as much water precipi-
tated as evaporated. For a long-term land average, there is as
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much atmospheric water converged over the land as is
discharged by rivers to the oceans.
[51] There are some additional artificial residual forcings,
RESQ and RESW, which appear in 4-dimensional data
assimilation (4DDA) analysis water budgets [e.g.,Kanamitsu
and Saha, 1996; Roads et al., 1997]. RESQ and RESW are
denoted as residual in part because they are deduced as a
balance of all other terms and in part because they are not
part of the natural processes and are only implicitly includ-
ed in order to force the analyses’ state variables close to
observations. Unless some type of correction is done,
current models will drift to their own model climate, instead
of a climate close to the observations. In the atmospheric
part of the analysis, this forcing was implicit by requiring
the model to be adjusted to the available observations of
atmospheric moisture, temperature and winds. At the sur-
face, some implicit adjustment must occur for snow, part
(areal coverage) of which is an observed quantity. Addi-
tional adjustment occurs for the surface water, which uses
observed precipitation instead of model precipitation to
keep the soil moisture realistic. Because of these residuals,
one might think that reanalyses cannot be used to study
hydrometeorological budgets. However, it is worth pointing
out that since all models are designed to produce accurate
budgets, and they will balance, independent of any residual,
that there are many other dominant errors. For example, a
continuous GCM, without any residual forcings and with
perfect budgets, probably has larger errors in each of the
individual terms, than an analysis with implicit residual
forcings. An overall goal of an analysis system would
therefore be to produce an analysis with small residuals
and accurate estimates for each component of the budgets.
In some sense these residuals also provide an estimate of
the overall error in the budgets. It should also be noted that
some of the residual may be due to the way we calculate
moisture or heat convergence; however, Roads et al. [1998]
previously discussed some of these possible influences and
concluded that the analysis increment may be the most
important contribution.
[52] Consider next the energy equations. The surface




¼ QRS  LE  SH þ G0 ð3Þ
The atmospheric energy equation to a good first approx-
imation (neglecting kinetic energy) is the atmospheric dry
static or temperature equation and was described previously




¼ SH þ LP þ HC þ QRþ REST 0 ð4Þ
The surface energy input comes mainly from incoming solar
and downwelling infrared radiation, moderated by reflected
solar radiation and outgoing infrared radiation, QRS. The
net radiant energy that reaches the Earth’s surface, QRS, is
the source that controls temperature, drives evaporation and
is affected by atmospheric humidity and clouds.
[53] Changes in the water phase can have a profound
influence on the atmospheric and surface thermodynamic
energy. Water cools its surroundings as liquid and solid
water are converted into water vapor, LE. Globally aver-
aged, this latent cooling must be balanced by the latent heat
released when water vapor is converted to liquid and solid
cloud particles, LC (again LC = LP is assumed here), which
helps to balance the net radiative cooling of the atmosphere,
QR. Because of the large latent heat involved in the
condensation and evaporation of water molecules, water
vapor is a very effective means of storing energy. The latent
heat of fusion complicates the analysis. The latent heat
required to melt snow should be balanced by the latent heat
released when snow is formed initially. This exact relation-
ship is usually not present in atmospheric models, which do
not track the latent heat differences when snow is created
from either the freezing of liquid drops or the conversion of
vapor directly to ice. In particular, in the REAN2 model,
snow at the surface is assumed when the temperature above
the surface reaches a certain minimum, but no latent heat is
released when this happens. However, the fusion energy
release relationship is tracked at the surface, where the latent
heat of fusion is included in the melt process.
[54] There are a number of other terms in the energy
balance that are affected by the water phase change. The net
equator-to-pole dry static energy transport or dry static
energy convergence, HC, is positive and acts to balance
the net atmospheric radiative cooling HC also acts to
balance the latent heat released, especially in the tropical
regions. Cooling of the surface and heating of the atmo-
sphere by turbulent transfers of sensible heat, SH, in the
planetary boundary layer, is also governed by the latent heat
release since moist regions release more latent heat and thus
require less sensible heat to achieve an energy balance.
[55] Again, there are some additional terms (REST0, G0)
that appear in analysis energy budgets that are not wholly
related to natural processes. Heat storage in the land surface
is thought to be small, but not negligible. REAN2 includes a
heat storage term, G0, that releases heat to the atmosphere
during the colder part of the year and stores heat during the
warmer part of the year. G0 also includes the energy needed
to melt snow. These residual forcings are combined with the
negative of the tendency terms although the tendency terms
are thought to be small (REST = REST0-CpdT/dt and
G = G0-CvdTs/dt). Again, only the global and regional
analyses will have nonzero atmospheric residuals, although
because of our not being able to access all of the heating
terms in the Eta model the regional analysis residual could
not be calculated. Still, given the similarity of the moisture
and energy residuals to analysis increments [Roads et al.,
1998] and the additional argument by Roads et al. [2003]
that this residual is mainly due to precipitation spinup and
spindown and evaporation parameterization difficulties, one
should expect the Eta analysis could have a similar residual.
Finally, although it is not shown here, the surface-heating
tendency would have a strong influence on the sea surface
temperatures (SSTs) if it were not for the surface currents,
upwelling, and heat capacity that act to maintain them. All
of the WEBS variables are summarized in the notation
section.
6. Annual and Seasonal Means
[56] Table 2 summarizes the annual areal (Mississippi
River Basin) means of the various budget terms. Precipita-
ble water ranges from 16–18 mm in the models, with the
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NVAP observations indicating a value of 16.8 mm. Surface
water in the upper two meters, including snow liquid water,
ranges from 400–500 mm in the available models with the
VICmodel having 413mm. Snowcontributes from2–10mm
of this surface water in the models, with the VIC model
having 5.1 mm. Surface skin temperature ranges from 8 to
11C, with the satellite observations indicating 9.4C and the
Janowiak et al. [1999] average of Tmax and Tmin providing
7.9C. Precipitation ranges from 2.1 to 3.0 mm d1 in the
models with the Higgins et al. [2000] observations indicat-
ing 2.1 mm d1. The evaporation is almost as large, with the
models ranging from 1.6 to 2.4 mm d1 and the VIC model
having 1.6 mm d1, which is comparable to the difference
between the Higgins et al. [2000] precipitation and the
estimate of streamflow from the USGS gauges. Runoff
ranges from 0.2 to 0.6 mm d1 with observations estimated
to be 0.6 mm d1 (the Fekete et al. [2000] runoff is slightly
lower at 0.46 mm d1). Moisture convergence ranges from
0.2 to 0.6 mm d1 in the models; in order to balance the
observed runoff, moisture convergence should be about0.6
mm/day. Note that the moisture convergence from the
observations is actually negative, indicating that better
estimates of moisture convergence may now be coming
from models, or at least reanalyses, which have extensive
quality control procedures for both wind and moisture.
Sensible heating ranges from 0.01 to 0.19 K d1 in the
available models, which is much smaller than the associated
latent heating (0.4 to 0.6 K d1) and the surface radiative
heating (0.6 to 0.7 K d1). The ground heating, including
energy needed for snowmelt) is much smaller but ranges
from 0.1 to 0.1 K d1 and obviously reflects model biases,
which in comparison to other terms, are quite small. Atmo-
spheric radiative cooling ranges from 0.72 to 0.94 K d1
from the available models, which is balanced by the latent
heat of condensation (0.5 to 0.75 K d1) and atmospheric
heat convergence ranging from 0.05 to 0.19 K d1 in the
available models. Net solar radiation ranges from 134 to
172 W m2 with observations indicating 155 W m2 and
the low value being provided by the VIC model and the
high value being provided by the Eta model. Note that we
have also provided the energy variables in W m2.
Although the general character of the water and energy
budgets seems clear, there are also quantitative problems.
In the VIC model the solar and infrared radiative terms as
well as the surface radiative heating appear to be too low.
Also, in the atmospheric models, the moisture convergence
appears to be too low whereas precipitation and evapora-
tion appear to be too high.
[57] When it was possible to compute a complete budget
in the analysis models, the residual forcing was large and
Table 2. Mississippi River Basin Annual Mean (1996–1999) Water and Energy Budget Variablesa
OBS REAN1 REAN2 GSM RSM ETA VIC
Q, mm 16.847 16.523 16.836 18.845 16.776 16.139 NA
W, mm NA 538.877 448.551 328.244 406.275 NA 413.131
Snow, mm NA NA 11.378 2.237 1.716 2.957 5.084
Ts, C 10.455(J)
9.422(L) 9.575 10.365 12.238 11.136 NA 11.129
P, mm d1 2.153 2.319 2.316 2.172 2.318 2.096 2.255
E, mm d1 NA 2.372 2.423 1.941 2.039 1.980 1.612
MC, mm d1 0.065 0.510 0.510 0.231 0.280 0.232 NA
N, mm d1 0.626(M)
0.457(F) 0.539 0.148 0.207 0.212 0.355 0.664
HC, K d1 NA 0.165 0.188 0.352 0.152 NA NA
LP, K d1 0.538 0.577 0.598 0.561 0.596 0.524 0.564
LE, K d1 NA 0.590 0.632 0.503 0.524 0.530 0.389
SH, K d1 NA 0.099 0.077 0.113 0.194 0.285 0.206
QR, K d1 NA 0.960 0.827 0.800 0.903 NA NA
QRS, K d1 NA 0.762 0.740 0.671 0.700 0.865 0.621
NSW Sfc, W m2 155.353 157.180 156.953 152.896 145.371 171.607 134.028
NSW TOA, W m2 226.115 213.486 223.266 225.581 201.966 NA NA
NLW Sfc, W m2 NA 72.515 74.755 78.278 67.692 75.555 62.153
NLW TOA, W m2 232.970 235.479 232.930 239.786 224.493 NA NA
RESQ, mm d1 NA 0.563 0.617 NA NA 0.116 NA
RESW, mm d1 NA 0.592 0.255 0.024 0.067 NA NA
G, K d1 NA 0.073 0.031 0.055 0.018 0.050 0.030
REST, K d1 NA 0.119 0.036 NA NA NA NA
LP, W m2 62.297 67.100 67.013 62.847 67.072 60.648 65.249
LE, W m2 NA 65.536 70.201 55.872 58.148 61.343 45.023
LMC, W m2 1.881 14.757 14.757 6.684 8.102 6.713 NA
HC, W m2 NA 18.328 20.883 39.100 16.868 NA NA
SH, W m2 NA 10.997 8.553 12.552 21.528 32.986 23.843
QR, W m2 NA 106.658 91.862 88.862 100.206 NA NA
QRS, W m2 NA 84.665 82.198 74.533 77.679 96.052 71.875
LRESQ NA 16.291 17.853 NA NA 3.356 NA
LRESW NA 17.130 7.378 0.694 1.939 NA NA
GG, W m2 NA 8.132 3.444 6.109 1.997 1.723 3.009
RESTT, W m2 NA 10.233 4.587 NA NA NA NA
Ps g1 NA 9553.169 9553.169 9553.169 9543.942 NA NA
a‘‘NA’’ either means not available or not applicable. Observed runoff estimates come from the Maurer and Lettenmaier [2001],
naturalized USGS streamflow observations, and the gridded climatological estimate from Fekete et al. [2000]. Temperature observations
come from the Lakshmi and Susskind [2000] TOVS estimate and Janowiak et al. [1999] mean of Tmax and Tmin. Characteristics of other
observations and models are provided in the text.
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comparable to the other terms. In fact, the atmospheric
residual was negative during the winter and positive during
the summer in the atmospheric equation and the opposite in
the surface equation, which might suggest that this residual
is related to the precipitation spin-up and spin-down biases
since precipitation acts differently in both equations and
precipitation is known to have this spin-up and spin-down
problem, [e.g., Roads et al., 2002a] and also because the
residual is of opposite sign in the atmospheric temperature
equation. However, as pointed out by Roads [2002], errors
in the evaporation field could also contribute to the error in
the water equations and the evaporation errors may be as
large as the precipitation errors. Again, the heat residual
cannot be estimated from the Etamodel since the atmospheric
radiative heating was not available for this study. Also, since
the heat convergence and moisture convergence were calcu-
lated as residuals in the RSM, it is not possible to calculate the
contribution of the boundary forcing to the overall RSM
budget. Despite the residual forcing, one may still expect
that the analysis models and regional models provide the
best estimate of individual processes. As the models get
better, one can expect this residual to be reduced; in fact,
this residual was reduced from a larger value in the first
NCEP/NCAR analysis. This residual also provides a mea-
sure of uncertainty, which is at least consistent in magnitude
with the uncertainty estimated from models and observation
differences as well as differences among models.
6.1. Precipitable Water
[58] Precipitable water is an integrated measure of the
amount of water within the atmosphere and is closely
related to the temperature since the humidity is limited by
the saturation humidity (moisture greater than saturation is
converted to precipitation); local evaporation and moisture
convergence in the basin usually results in the humidity
usually being close to saturation. The geographic variations
thus reflect the north south temperature gradient, as well as
the decrease in temperature with elevation (Figure 3). The
smallest amounts of precipitable water occurred during the
winter in the Northwest and the largest amounts occurred
Figure 3. Annual average precipitable water (mm) from the observations (NVAP) and models and
analyses (REAN2, GSM, RSM, Eta).
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during the summer in the South. The driest part of the
troposphere was the area over the Rocky Mountains with
<8 mm of precipitable water in winter and about 16 mm in
summer. The Eta model had the best minimum over the
western Rocky mountain boundary. It should be noted that
on monthly to seasonal time scales the precipitable water
tendency only makes a small contribution to the atmospheric
water budget and thus the small differences shown here are
likely to have only a negligible impact (at least for the
vertically integrated water budgets).
6.2. Surface Water
[59] Surface water measures the vertically integrated
water below the surface and consists of both snow equivalent
water and soil moisture. Figure 4 shows the geographic
distribution of surface water, which is mainly soil moisture,
although snow does provide a small contribution to the
surface water in the northernmost regions. Surface water is
less related to temperature and more to the relative magni-
tude of precipitation and evaporation, as well as the surface
runoff. Surface water was a minimum in the West, espe-
cially in the RSM. By contrast the GSM and reanalysis had
more surface water over the far western portion of the
domain. This indicates that surface water characteristics
were more sensitive to regional characteristics than atmo-
spheric water vapor. All models (the Eta analysis was
unavailable) had comparable surface water tendencies (not
shown), with the smallest tendencies of corresponding to
the VIC model, which had the smallest surface water
seasonal cycle.
[60] There are few observations of soil moisture, as
mentioned previously. However, it was possible to compare
the soil moisture to direct measurements made by the
Illinois Water Survey [Hollinger et al., 1994; see also
Robock et al., 2000; Kanamitsu et al., 2002] for Illinois
(average of 19 stations) and these are shown in Figure 5.
Again, only the REAN2, GSM, and RSM had values
available for this comparison. The comparison was moder-
Figure 4. Annual average surface water (mm) from the observations (only in situ measurements
available) and models and analyses (REAN2, GSM, RSM, Eta, VIC).
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ately encouraging. Note that the models all had a maximum
during the winter and a minimum during the late summer.
The RSM compared most favorably during the winter but
tended to have too large a seasonal variation, which was
better emulated by the global models. The interannual
variations were mostly above normal during the middle
90s and dryer in the late 80s and 90s, which had some
similarity to the observations. This suggests that models
may be able to explain some of the interannual soil moisture
variations, even though seasonal values are still likely to be
quite different from available observations.
6.3. Snow
[61] Although there is now a hybrid (model and obser-
vation) snow water equivalence (SWE) data set for a few
months (DJF) the northern Plains [Grundstein et al.,
2003], the VIC model also provided a benchmark for
comparison (for comparison of VIC snow cover extent
with observations, see http://www.eewr.princeton.edu/
mpan/research/snow/snow_page.htm). As shown in Fig-
ure 6, the snow water equivalent was high near to the
western boundaries, especially during the winter and
spring. Snow water equivalent was also high during the
winter in Minnesota and Wisconsin. The atmospheric
models tended to spread this quantity more uniformly
throughout the basin, which was related to the lower
resolution, although the global model and analysis had
especially large amounts during the winter. However,
interestingly, the REAN2 did have interannual variations
(not shown), comparable to the VIC model, suggesting
that the large-scale anomalies in the coarse scale analysis
may still be useful.
6.4. Temperature
[62] Surface skin temperature is another variable that was
well simulated by all of the models (Figure 7). There was a
realistic seasonal cycle in the domain and geographic
variations consistent with the elevation of the underlying
topography and latitude. The highest temperatures occurred
in the GSM during the summer. Geographic variations were
usually related to latitude or elevation and the lowest
temperatures in the Northwest occurred in the models with
highest resolution orography. In particular, the VIC model
demonstrated much higher resolution features than could be
simulated by the global or even regional models; it should
also be noted that the VIC model was actually being forced
(through parameterizations of radiation and turbulent heat
transfer) with high resolution surface observations (e.g.,
temperature) as well as lower resolution observations for
wind speed.
6.5. Precipitation
[63] Figure 8 shows that all models had less precipitation
in the West and greater amounts in the Southeast. All
models had a tendency to have more precipitation during
the summer than during the winter, although the GSM,
REAN1, and REAN2 shifted the precipitation maximum
northward along the eastern boundary and also had a
tendency to have too much precipitation in the east. By
contrast, the Eta model had a good analysis of precipitation.
Another gratifying feature was that the precipitation derived
from NEXRAD (summer only) was close to the gridded
gauge observations, although the NEXRAD precipitation
was tuned to observed precipitation. Nonetheless, this
NEXRAD product represented one of the hallmarks of
GCIP research since for the first time radar climatologies,
at least during the summer, are beginning to become
available. In addition, it should be noted that NEXRAD
precipitation could potentially provide much finer resolution
precipitation observations than can be obtained from gauge
observations.
6.6. Evaporation
[64] An estimate for the annual mean evaporation can be
made by subtracting the Fekete et al. [2000] runoff from the
Higgins et al. [2000] precipitation and these derived obser-
vations, along with all the models, had strong evaporation in
the east and weaker evaporation in the west (Figure 9). The
strong amounts at the outlet suggest that the large-scale
models may have had ocean points instead of land points
here and the boundaries for the large-scale models’ diag-
nostics may need to be better defined. Except for the VIC,
none of the models showed the relatively small evaporation
in the North Central and North East. Seasonally, the RSM
had the strongest summertime evaporation in the East
although the other models were also strong in comparison
to the VIC model. Since the VIC model was forced by
observed precipitation and runoff and was in fairly good
agreement with independent observations, its seasonal evap-
Figure 5. Average Illinois (19 stations) surface water
(mm) from the observations (only in situ measurements
available) and models and analyses (REAN2, GSM, RSM,
VIC). (top) Seasonal cycle. (bottom) Monthly anomalies.
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oration may be well modeled, although there were certainly
major evaporation differences with the other models, espe-
cially during the spring to summer. There also may be some
errors due to under catch of precipitation as well as
unaccounted errors due to water management effects in
the observed runoff.
[65] As shown in Figures 10a and 10b observed evapo-
ration at the available tower sites (Little Washita and
Champaign for 1997–1999) had much weaker seasonal
variations than the models, and the values are especially
lower during the summer. Still, one can see some similarities.
Evaporation increased during the summer and decreased
Figure 6. Seasonal average snow water equivalent (mm) from the observations and models and
analyses (REAN2, GSM, RSM, Eta, VIC).
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during the winter. Again, there is much work needed to
develop appropriate models and observations of this inade-
quately observed variable.
6.7. Moisture Convergence
[66] Figure 11 shows the mean atmospheric moisture
convergence for the 4 atmospheric models and the moisture
fluxes for the atmospheric models (moisture fluxes were not
saved in the GSM simulations). The average moisture
convergence must balance the runoff and hence again the
Fekete et al. [2000] runoff observations were used to
estimate the observed moisture convergence. Moisture con-
vergence is a direct calculation for the REAN1 [see Roads
et al., 2002a] and is used here for the REAN2 moisture
convergence; the Eta model also had a direct calculation for
the moisture convergence. All other atmospheric models’
moisture convergences were estimated as a residual from
MC = dQ/dt + P  E. Annually, there were some problems
in that the annual mean moisture convergence should be
positive and yet it was sometimes negative in some regions,
especially for the Eta model in the West. The largest
convergence occurred during the winter and spring and
the largest divergence occurred during the summer and fall.
This large divergence was disconcerting since it occurred at
a time when the low-level jet is usually especially active and
thought to be a strong contributor to moisture convergence
in this region. Note the moisture convergence had the
opposite seasonal behavior to precipitation in that the
strongest convergence occurred during the wintertime when
the evaporation was very small; as discussed by Roads et al.
[2002a] this is a characteristic of midlatitude climates,
which have increased summertime precipitation from in-
creased surface evaporation in spite of the decreased mois-
ture convergence.
6.8. Runoff
[67] Figure 12 shows the annual mean basin runoff. As
discussed previously, the GRDC here refers to the Fekete et
Figure 7. Annual average surface temperature (C) from the observations [Janowiak et al., 1999] and
models and analyses (REAN2, GSM, RSM, Eta, VIC).
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al. [2000] climatology, which is primarily useful for under-
standing relative spatial variations in runoff. However, this
gridded product certainly has some uncertainty associated
with it, as discussed in section 3.3, and in that regard, the
VIC model may actually provide the best geographic
distribution of runoff, at least for the GCIP region, although
it should be emphasized that the VIC model is tuned to
produce the observed runoff only at the outlet of the major
tributaries of the Mississippi and the VIC patterns do not
seem all that realistic in the north central. The runoff was
Figure 8. Seasonal average precipitation (mm d1) from the observations (Higgins et al. [2000] and
Smith et al. [1996] NEXRAD) and models and analyses (REAN2, GSM, RSM, Eta).
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much less realistic in the other models. However, at least the
Eta and RSM showed somewhat comparable features, with
the RSM being perhaps a bit more realistic during the spring
and summer. The GSM also had surprisingly good features.
The REAN2 on the other hand had too little runoff, which
was consistent with its precipitation being closer to obser-
vations as well as its soil moisture being forced with
observed rather than model precipitation.
6.9. Dry Static Energy Convergence
[68] There was some general correspondence among the
available models with the dry static energy convergence
(not shown here but please see GCIP WEBS CD-ROM)
being positive during the winter and fall, when it balanced
the atmospheric radiation cooling and negative during the
spring and summer [see also Roads et al., 2002a]. The
geographic distribution was somewhat similar (but nega-
tive) to precipitation, since the adiabatic cooling and heating
must balance the precipitation field as well as the radiation
and sensible heating field. That is, atmospheric dry static
energy flows from the surrounding areas to the Mississippi
River Basin during the winter but during the summer when
the precipitation is high, energy flows out of the basin. This
was similar to the moisture convergence, which was also
negative during the summer. The REAN2 had especially
strong heat convergence during the winter and the GSM had
the strongest divergence during the summer.
6.10. Sensible Heating
[69] The annual mean sensible heating (not shown here
but please see GCIP WEBS CD-ROM) was similar among
the models in that the strongest contributions occurred in the
southwest where the evaporation was low; some disagree-
ment occurred in the north where the REAN2 had strong
negative values. This disagreement was apparently related
to the various seasonal averages since in the winter, the
Figure 9. Annual average evaporation (mm d1) from the observations (estimated by the difference
between the Higgins et al. [2000] precipitation and the Fekete et al. [2000] runoff) and models and
analyses (REAN2, GSM, RSM, Eta, VIC).
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sensible heat in the northwest portion of the domain was
negative in all models, and strongly negative in the REAN2.
As shown in Figures 10c and 10d observed sensible heating
at the available tower sites (Little Washita and Champaign)
had much weaker seasonal variations than the models
indicate. Still, one can see some similarities between the
average model values at these stations. Sensible heating
increased during the summer and decreased during the
winter, although the observations never showed a flux of
heat to the surface from the atmosphere, like the models.
6.11. Atmospheric Radiative Cooling
[70] The geographical variations in atmospheric radiative
cooling (Figure 13) were fairly small but noticeably different
among the various models, with the RSM having the greatest
radiative cooling. All models did show that the atmospheric
Figure 10. Comparisons of available models and analyses (REAN2, GSM, RSM) with the Meyer
flux tower observations. (a) Champaign evaporation (mm d1). (b) Little Washita evaporation (mm d1).
(c) Champaign sensible heating (K d1). (d) Little Washita sensible heating (K d1). (e) Champaign
surface radiative heating (K d1). (f ) Little Washita surface radiative heating (K d1). (g) Champaign
subsurface heating G (K d1). (h) Little Washita subsurface heating G (K d1).
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radiative cooling was relatively strong during the winter and
relatively weak during the summer, with the RSM perhaps
having the greatest east-west gradient. Interannually (as
shown later), the cooling was relatively weak during the early
part of the period and beccame stronger at the end of GCIP.
6.12. Surface Radiative Heating
[71] The annual net surface radiative heating for the
models was fairly consistent with the largest annual amounts
occurring in the southeast and the smallest amounts in the
northwest and north central, where the largest snow amounts
occurred (Figure 14). The Eta model tended to have rela-
tively large surface radiative heating whereas the VIC
model’s surface radiation was fairly weak. Seasonally all
models showed the typical pattern of weak heating and even
cooling (northwest) during the winter and strong heating
during the summer. Interannually (as shown later), there were
a number of differences, especially between the atmospheric
models and the VIC model. It is important to note that the
VIC model was forced with downward solar and longwave
radiation derived from algorithms that are tuned to surface
observations, whereas surface radiative heating from the
atmospheric models was a product of the models’ internal
computations of cloud and water vapor. As shown in Figures
10e and 10f, the comparison to the observations at the
available tower sites (Little Washita and Champaign) shows
the models were quite good although the models had a larger
seasonal cycle and provided larger values during the summer
and smaller values during the winter. There is much work still
needed for models as well as the development of observa-
tions of this important but inadequately observed variable.
6.13. Radiation Fluxes
[72] In addition to the basic hydroclimatic variables de-
scribed above we also examined the individual radiation
fluxes, and again the interested reader should refer to the
WEBSCD-ROM for the relevant figures and discussion. One
disappointing aspect of this synthesis is thatwewere unable to
Figure 11. Annual average moisture convergence (mm d1) from the observations (Fekete et al. [2000]
runoff) and models and analyses (REAN2, GSM, RSM, Eta).
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acquire the net surface longwave flux to compute net surface
radiation and the integrated atmospheric radiative cooling.
However, some of the individual fluxes deserve comment.
[73] Annual mean bottom of the atmosphere (BOA or
surface) net solar radiation drives the seasonal temperature
variations and has a strong zonal component, with a
tendency to be weakest in the northeast, consistent with
the snow water. The net solar radiation is weakest in the
VIC and strongest in the Eta models, which appear to be
biased with respect to the observations. The VIC model is
especially low during the summer, although as shown by
Maurer et al. [2002], VIC surface solar radiation closely
matches observations at SURFRAD sites. The RSM is also
a bit low, indicating perhaps too much cloud cover, which is
somewhat surprising given the fact that it is relatively dry in
the RSM; however there may be a parameterization problem
in that clouds need to be better tuned for the RSM.
[74] The net top of atmosphere (TOA) shortwave annual
mean was fairly consistent among the available models,
with the smallest amounts again occurring in the RSM,
mainly because of low summertime radiation; again this
may be a problem in either having overly reflective clouds
or too many clouds. Perhaps the best comparison came from
the REAN2, although the Eta analysis was unavailable for
this variable. Interannually the various models show wide
scatter, whereas the observations show a clear trend from
decreased amounts at the beginning of GCIP [1996] to
much larger amounts at the end [1999].
[75] Like the net solar radiation at the TOA, clouds
strongly influence the net TOA longwave radiation and
the available models may not be producing adequate clouds,
especially during the summer. In that regard the RSM
appeared to offer the best comparison, although again Eta
variables were not available. The lowest TOA net longwave
occurs over the Northwest, indicating fairly high clouds
there. Interannual variations are quite consistent among all
the models, and the largest amount of outgoing radiation
occurs during the falls and winters of the 90s. Why there is
Figure 12. Annual average runoff (mm d1) from the gridded runoff product (labeled GRDC) [Fekete
et al., 2000] and models and analyses (REAN2, GSM, RSM, Eta, VIC).
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this seemingly large amount of outgoing radiation when the
precipitation is relatively high is quite curious.
[76] The surface net long wave radiation seasonal var-
iations were fairly consistent among all the models. VIC
had the largest discrepancy in that the net longwave
radiation was weak in the southwest, especially during
the summer (note that VIC comparisons with observations
at SURFRAD sites did show good agreement, see Maurer
et al. [2002]). By contrast, the Eta analysis had exceed-
ingly large amounts during the summer and this may be
related to erroneous surface temperatures, which were not
available for this analysis. Unfortunately, without adequate
observations of the net upward longwave flux, it is
difficult to fully understand the discrepancies.
7. Seasonal Variations
[77] Figure 15 summarizes the seasonal mean atmospheric
water budgets for the various models (except for the VIC
model, of course). In comparison to NVAP observations, the
precipitable water (Figure 15e) was fairly well simulated,
with seasonal variations ranging from 7 to 30 mm; even
though the tendency (Figure 15d) made only a small
contribution to the budget, it was simulated well by all
the models. The observed precipitation (Figure 15a) varied
between 1 mm a day during the winter to 3 mm/d during the
summer, and was basically the same in the NEXRAD and
gauge observations. All models provided qualitatively sim-
ilar seasonal variations, with perhaps the Eta model provid-
ing the best precipitation simulations. All other models had
a positive precipitation bias, especially during the late
winter early spring. This wet bias extended to the evapora-
tion (Figure 15b). The RSM tended to be dryer but was still
not as dry as the Eta model and not as dry as the VIC model.
Note the moisture convergence (Figure 15c), had the
opposite seasonal behavior to evaporation in that the stron-
gest convergence occurred during the wintertime when the
evaporation was very small; as discussed by Roads et al.
[2002a] this is characteristic of midlatitude climates, which
have increased summertime precipitation from increased
Figure 13. Annual average atmospheric radiative cooling (K d1) from the observations and models
and analyses (REAN2, GSM, RSM, Eta).
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surface evaporation in spite of the decreased moisture
convergence. Finally, it should be noted that the REAN2
and Eta analyses had a residual RESQ (Figure 15f) that did
not have a small seasonal cycle. Although the moisture
convergence was not calculated explicitly for the other
models, none of the other models probably had a similar
large residual mainly because this residual is mainly a
consequence of the constant correction analysis models
go through in the analysis procedure. Despite the residual,
we may still expect that the analysis models should provide
the best estimate of individual processes. As the analysis
models get better, we might expect this residual to be
reduced; the magnitude of RESQ is one measure of our
ability to close budgets (in fact, this residual was reduced
from a larger value in the first NCEP/NCAR analysis). This
residual also provided a measure of uncertainty, which was
at least consistent in magnitude with the uncertainty esti-
mated from other differences in the models. For example,
1 mm d1 for a peak precipitation of 3–4 mm d1 indicated
about a 25–33% uncertainty in the atmospheric water
budget. However, if this uncertainty was compared to other
features of the water budget, like the moisture convergence,
then the uncertainty can be almost 100%.
[78] Figure 16 summarizes the atmospheric energy budg-
ets for the various models (mainly the REAN2, GSM, and
RSM). The atmospheric radiative cooling (Figure 16d), was
weakest during the spring and strongest during the winter.
Note that the dry static energy convergence (Figure 16c)
acted to balance the radiative cooling, except during the
summer when it also balanced the sensible heating
(Figure 16b) and latent heat of condensation (Figure 16a).
That is, atmospheric dry static energy flowed from the
surrounding areas to the Mississippi River Basin during
the winter but during the summer when the precipitation
was high, energy flowed out of the basin. This was similar
to the moisture convergence, which was also negative
during the summer. Besides the precipitation differences
in the models discussed previously, there were some
Figure 14. Annual average surface radiative heating (K d1) from the observations and models and
analyses (REAN2, GSM, RSM, Eta, VIC).
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differences in the dry static energy convergence (heat
convergence), which was consistent with the precipitation
differences. Note that the residual (Figure 16e) in this
equation was positive during the winter and negative during
the summer, and thus had the opposite behavior to the
residual from the moisture equation. For this reason the
residual was assumed to be largely related to the precipita-
tion spin up and spin down biases since precipitation acted
differently in both equations and precipitation is known to
have this spin up and spin down problem [e.g., Roads et al.,
2001]. Again, we could not estimate the residual for the
GSM and RSM since the dry static energy convergence (heat
convergence) was deduced as a balance of the other terms,
but it is presumably small. We also could not estimate the
heat residual from the Eta model since we did not have the
atmospheric radiative heating from the Eta analysis although
since the residual is related to precipitation and there is a
residual in the moisture equation there is also likely to be a
temperature residual in the Eta operational analysis. The
uncertainty measured by the residual or model differences
was smaller than the latent heat of precipitation but as large
as the sensible heating.
Figure 15. Mississippi River Basin seasonal atmospheric water budget from the observations and
models and analyses (REAN2, GSM, RSM, Eta). (a) Precipitation (mm d1). (b) Evaporation (mm d1).
(c) Moisture convergence (mm d1). (d) dQ/dt (mm d1).(e) Q (mm). (f ) RESQ (mm d1).
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[79] Figure 17 summarizes the surface water budgets for
the various models. The precipitation (Figure 17a) and
evaporation (Figure 17b) were discussed above, although
here we also have the addition of the VIC products, which
came from a macroscale hydrologic model simulation,
forced by observed meteorology, that closely reproduced
observed runoff (Figure 17c). Note that the runoff in the
other models (except the GSM, which had erroneously high
precipitation) was too low. The gridded monthly runoff
from Fekete et al. [2000] was included for comparison with
the monthly observations at the basin-wide scale, but as
indicated in chapter 5, the basin-wide total runoff from
Fekete et al. [2000] underestimated basin average observa-
tions on an annual basis. Since the VIC model was forced
by observed precipitation and runoff was in fairly good
agreement with independent observations, this might sug-
gest that the evaporation (Figure 17b) was well modeled by
the VIC, although there were certainly major evaporation
differences with the other models, especially during the
spring to summer. All models (the Eta analysis was un-
available) had comparable surface water (Figure 17e) and
tendencies (Figure 17d), with the smallest tendencies of
corresponding to the VIC model, which had the smallest
surface water seasonal cycle and the largest tendencies
Figure 16. Mississippi River Basin seasonal atmospheric energy budget from the observations and
models and analyses (REAN2, GSM, RSM, Eta). (a) Latent heat of condensation (K d1). (b) Sensible
heating (K d1). (c) Dry static energy convergence (K d1). (d) Radiative cooling (K d1). (e) REST
(mm d1).
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corresponding to the RSM. The residual errors (Figure 17f)
were largest in the REAN2, which externally forces the soil
moisture with observed precipitation.
[80] Figure 18 summarizes the surface energy budgets
for the various models. The net surface solar radiation
(Figure 18c) drove the seasonal temperature variations
(Figure 18e), and was balanced by the net long wave
radiation (without long wave cooling, the surface radiative
heating would have been significantly larger than that shown
in Figure 18d) as well as the cooling generated by evapora-
tion (Figure 18a) and sensible heat transfer (Figure 18b).
The contributions by the ground heat flux (Figure 18f) were
much smaller, although, perhaps somewhat surprisingly,
largest in the VIC model, which had strong cooling during
the spring and warming during the fall. Part of the relatively
strong cooling in the GSM was related to the fact that energy
was needed to melt the large accumulation of snow the
GSM. Again, although it is certainly tempting to assume that
the VIC model is producing the best evaporation, we can see
here that the VIC model tended to have the smallest amount
of net solar radiation (much smaller than the Pinker et al.
[2003] observations), net longwave radiation, and sensible
Figure 17. Mississippi River Basin seasonal surface water budget from the observations (Higgins et al.
[2000] precipitation, solid line, and Smith et al. [1996] NEXRAD, dashed line; Maurer and
Lettenmaier [2001] naturalized USGS runoff, solid line, and Fekete et al. [2000] gridded runoff product
runoff, dashed line), and models and analyses (REAN2, GSM, RSM, Eta, VIC). (a) Precipitation (mm d1).
(b) Evaporation (mm d1). (c) Runoff (mm d1). (d) dW/dt (mm d1). (e) W (mm). (f ) RESW (mm d1).
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heating as well as latent heating. On the other hand, as shown
byMaurer and Lettenmaier [2001] (available at http://www.
ce.washington.edu/pub/HYDRO/edm/WEBS_runoff/), the
VIC model closely matched observed solar and downward
longwave radiation, as well as net radiation, at SURFRAD
sites. The largest differences in the sensible heating and
net longwave radiation occurred between the VIC and Eta.
The magnitudes of the differences were substantial, on the
order of 0.25 to 0.5 K d1 or 30–60 Watts m2. Finally,
note that all models tended to have slightly higher temper-
atures (Figure 18a) than observations and also note that the
satellite skin temperature observations appear to be too
low in this region.
8. Interannual Variations
[81] Figure 19 summarizes the interannual atmospheric
water budgets for the OBS, REAN2, RSM, and Eta. The
monthly climatology removed was calculated from the
1996–1999 monthly means only. Also note that since only
observed sea surface temperatures force the GSM, they did
not provide the same verisimilitude as the other analysis
Figure 18. Mississippi River Basin seasonal surface energy budget from the observations (Pinker et al.
[2003] radiation; Janowiak et al. [1999] temperature, solid line; Lakshmi and Susskind [2000] TOVS
temperature, dashed line) and models and analyses (REAN2, GSM, RSM, Eta, VIC). (a) Latent heat of
evaporation (K d1). (b) Sensible heating (K d1). (c) Surface net solar radiation (W m2) (d) Radiative
heating (K d1). (e) T (C). (f ) Ground heating (K d1).
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based outputs and thus the GSM variations were not included
in this comparison. Note also the fairly strong correspon-
dence between the observed precipitation (Figure 19a) and
REAN2 and RSM. Interannual precipitation variations
tended to be best simulated in the REAN2, although the
RSM also provided similar features. Interannually, all
models and analyses tended to indicate larger divergence
during the summer of 1988 and stronger convergence
(Figure 19c) during the summer of 1993, consistent with
the precipitation variations, although evaporation variations
(Figure 19b) were also important. Precipitable water varia-
tions (Figure 19e) were somewhat related to the precipita-
tion although interestingly, during the 1993 precipitation
peak, the amount decreased. Also note that the precipitable
water tendency (Figure 19d) is basically quite small in
comparison to other processes. However, the residual forc-
ing (Figure 19f) for the global reanalysis (REAN2) is not
small. The residual is smaller for the Eta model, although
the Eta model does not produce realistic interannual features
in many other variables, in part because the model and
analysis system changes during the course of GCIP swamp
any naturally occurring variations. This again points out the
importance of a reanalysis for interannual variations; in that
regard it should be noted that there is a regional reanalysis is
Figure 19. Mississippi River Basin interannual (monthly means removed and anomalies smoothed by
running 13-month mean) atmospheric water budget from the observations and models and analyses
(REAN2, GSM, RSM, Eta). (a) Precipitation (mm d1). (b) Evaporation (mm d1). (c) Moisture
convergence (mm d1). (d) dQ/dt (mm d1). (e) Q (mm). (f ) RESQ (mm d1).
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now underway [Mesinger et al., 2002] with an updated
version of the Eta operational products shown here.
[82] Figure 20 summarizes the interannual variations in
the atmospheric energy budgets for the various models.
Note the inverse relationship between the dry static energy
convergence (Figure 20c) and the latent heat of condensa-
tion (Figure 20a). The sensible heat flux also contributed
(Figure 20b), although more as a long-term trend, which can
be related to the surface water variations (shown below).
The atmospheric radiative cooling variations (Figure 20d)
were much weaker although they tended to counteract the
dry static energy convergence. Interannual variations in the
sensible heating (Figure 20b) demonstrate an overall trend
toward more sensible heating during the early dry period in
comparison to the latter wet period described below. Again
the residual term (Figure 20e) was as large as any of the other
terms, especially during the early period of the reanalysis.
Again note the erroneous Eta analysis interannual variations
(sensible heating and possibly precipitation), were excessive
and presumably caused by operational model changes.
[83] Figure 21 summarizes the interannual variations in
the surface water budgets for the various models. Surface
water (Figure 21e) tended to be low during the early part of
the period and wet during the latter period, which was
somewhat consistent with the precipitation (Figure 21a),
although precipitations tended to lead the surface water
Figure 20. Mississippi River Basin interannual (monthly means removed and anomalies smoothed
by running 13-month mean) atmospheric energy budget from the observations and models and
analyses (REAN2, GSM, RSM, Eta). (a) Latent heat of condensation (K d1). (b) Sensible heating (K d1).
(c) Dry static energy convergence (K d1). (d) Radiative cooling (K d1). (e) REST (K d1).
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variations. The observed runoff was somewhat larger than the
runoff in the RSM and especially the REAN2 (Figure 21c).
However, there was clearly a problem with the RSM runoff
in that it tended to have a harder time changing from one
state to another, reflecting perhaps a too large water reser-
voir in the model. Again there appears to be erroneous
variations in Eta runoff, presumably because of analysis
changes. By contrast note that the VIC had relatively small
soil moisture variations (Figure 21d), but its runoff varia-
tions were comparable to the observed variations. A dis-
quieting feature of the relatively small VIC surface water
variations was that the evaporation variations (Figure 21b)
were very small in comparison to the other models, indi-
cating that evaporation did not play as an important role in
VIC interannual variations as it does for the other models.
The residuals (Figure 21f) were fairly small here, except for
REAN2, which was actually forcing the soil moisture with
observed rather than model precipitation.
[84] Figure 22 summarizes the interannual variations in
the surface energy budgets for the various models. Note the
fairly consistent trend in the surface energy variables,
which can be related to the surface water variations.
Figure 21. Mississippi River Basin interannual (monthly means removed and anomalies smoothed by
running 13-month mean) surface water budget from the observations (Higgins et al. [2000] precipitation,
solid line, and Smith et al. [1996] NEXRAD, dashed line; Maurer and Lettenmaier [2001] naturalized
USGS runoff, solid line), and models and analyses (REAN2, GSM, RSM, Eta, VIC). (a) Precipitation
(mm d1). (b) Evaporation (mm d1). (c) Runoff (mm d1). (d) dW/dt (mm d1). (e) W (mm). (f ) RESW
(mm d1).
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Besides the surface water variations, the early part of the
period was characterized by above normal skin temperature
(Figure 22e), low evaporation (Figure 22a), and increased
sensible heating (Figure 22b). Net shortwave variations
(Figure 22c) were consistent with this surface water trend
(presumably because there were fewer clouds during dry
periods) but were apparently largely balanced by net long
wave variations resulting in only small contributions from
the surface radiative heating (Figure 22d). The ground
heating (Figure 22f) also contributed to this trend but was
much smaller, especially in the VIC. Again the Eta model
had some notably large spurious variations due to various
analysis changes. It should also be noted here that the models
might have produced more accurate variations in the tem-
perature (Figure 22e) than the satellite observations although
there was certainly great correspondence suggesting that the
satellite observations may still be useful in regions where the
surface network is not as extensive as the one over the
Mississippi River Basin. Also note that the Pinker et al.
[2003] net shortwave observations had a consistent change
from lower values during the early part of the period to much
larger values during the latter part of the period, which was
Figure 22. Mississippi River Basin interannual (monthly means removed and anomalies smoothed by
running 13-month mean) surface energy budget from the observations (Pinker et al. [2003] radiation;
Janowiak et al. [1999] temperature, solid line; Lakshmi and Susskind [2000] TOVS temperature, dashed
line) and models and analyses (REAN2, GSM, RSM, Eta, VIC). (a) Latent heat of evaporation (K d1).
(b) Sensible heating (K d1). (c) Surface net solar radiation (W m2). (d) Radiative heating (K d1). (e) T
(C). (f) Ground heating (K d1).
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not found in the models. This noticeable discrepancy
deserves future scrutiny.
9. Summary
[85] GCIP has provided new understanding of how water
and energy processes interact on a continental scale by
analysis of traditional measurements, development of new
measurements, new models and analyses. This WEBS
(paper and companion CD-ROM) attempted to provide a
glimpse into some of these features and thus how one of the
objectives of GCIP, which was to determine the water and
energy budgets of the Mississippi River Basin, was partially
satisfied.
[86] It is now clearer than ever that on a continental scale
many of the observations needed to close the budgets
cannot be obtained. There are currently inadequate soil
moisture, snow equivalent water, evaporation, atmospheric
moisture and dry static energy convergence, surface long-
wave radiation, and sensible heating observations. This
inadequacy of comprehensive hydroclimatic measurements
needs to be addressed in the future.
[87] Instead continental-scale depictions of these varia-
bles and processes have to be obtained from various
coupled atmosphere and land surface models and their
associated global, regional, and land surface analyses. Even
some of these variables were not readily available from all
of the models and analyses. For example, soil moisture,
radiative cooling and dry static energy convergence appar-
ently could not be easily obtained from the Eta model
operational archives. Moisture convergence was only read-
ily available from the NCEP/NCAR analysis.
[88] In that regard, it should be mentioned that the
pending WCRP Coordinated Enhanced Observing Period
(CEOP; see World Climate Research Program [2001]) has
specifically requested that many of the world’s numerical
weather prediction centers explicitly provide these varia-
bles. CEOP may also be the stimulus for the development of
more comprehensive observations of water and energy
variables, including new satellite measurements.
[89] Clearly models and analyses have errors but at the
same time they provide qualitative features that emulate
many aspects of the observations and so one might expect
that for those variables for which there are inadequate
observations that these modeled processes may at least be
qualitatively correct. However, there is still much uncer-
tainty. Seasonal precipitation variations show large scatter
among the models, especially during the spring to summer
transition. This large scatter translates into large variations
in runoff, as well as surface water tendencies. Interestingly,
the atmospheric models with the best precipitation (Eta)
tend to have the worst runoff. The atmospheric models also
tend to produce too small a moisture convergence; although
this is consistent with the subsequent model runoff, it is still
too small to balance observed runoff. Direct observations of
moisture convergence from radiosondes are not much help
either. At the surface, the VIC hydrologic model produces a
much better correspondence to mean observations (in part
because it is tuned to observable surface parameters) sug-
gesting that its surface water, evaporation and energy
products might be superior. However, some of the surface
energetics from the VIC are at odds with the other models as
well as available observations (net solar radiation), suggest-
ing that further examination is still needed.
[90] Interannually, there were many problems. The GSM
interannual variations could not be included in the compar-
ison, since the GSM was driven only by SSTs and the
resulting forced simulations did not provide representative
(at least in time) interannual variations. The Eta analysis had
overly large interannual variations, which were presumably
more reflective of analysis changes than natural variations.
In this regard, the pending Eta reanalysis is likely to
eventually provide a superior product. Runoff was obviously
a problem for the atmospheric models and improvements in
their land surface schemes are needed before using this
product to drive hydrologic and water resource models.
There seemed to be some relatively small interannual
variations in the VIC energy parameterizations, which
may be related in part to the smaller surface water variations
in that model although this may also be related to the
statistical nature of the forcing parameters. Finally, the
satellite temperature and solar radiation observations, while
certainly highly correlated with the models, seemed to have
some spurious variations, indicating that further work may
still needed for these remotely sensed ‘‘observations.’’
[91] The VIC model appeared to provide the best simu-
lation of the mean surface water budget, suggesting, for
example, that its evaporation provides a benchmark for
comparison. However, the VIC surface radiation fluxes
were noticeably different from other models and also
observations of net solar radiation, and the VIC interannual
variations were noticeably smaller than those from the other
models. The Eta analysis provided the best precipitation of
all the atmospheric models, although the RSM also had
many realistic features, including a better agreement with
the net solar radiation and various interannual variations that
were clearly affected by various operational changes in the
Eta output. Again, the pending Eta reanalysis should even-
tually provide the atmospheric model benchmark for inter-
annual variations in the Mississippi River Basin. The global
analysis and the GSM did not always capture some of the
regional characteristics of the Mississippi River Basin,
which suggests, but still does not prove, that current
regional atmospheric models combined with macroscale
hydrologic models will eventually provide the best regional
predictions of water and energy processes.
[92] So, have the water and energy budgets been
‘‘closed?’’ All models had means and seasonal variations
that resembled available observations and each other, mean-
ing that qualitatively we probably understand the annual
mean and seasonal and perhaps some of the major interan-
nual variations in the water and energy budgets for the
Mississippi River Basin. However, there were large quanti-
tative differences. A number of errors were probably cancel-
ing, giving rise to smaller overall errors that were comparable
to the residual errors calculated for the global and regional
analyses [Roads, 2002]. Unfortunately, these errors can
swamp interannual variations. In short, despite our best
effort, it is clear that this current effort (this paper and the
companion CD) should still be thought of as a preliminary
synthesis and as new measurement systems and new models
are developed as part of GAPP, it would be useful to once
again examine just how well we can adequately characterize
and close continental-scale water and energy budgets.
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[93] Finally, besides developing the ‘‘best available’’
WEBS, another one of the original goals of GCIP was
satisfied. Meteorologists and hydrologists had to come
together to develop a better understanding of the coupled
land atmosphere system at a scale much larger than typi-
cally studied by hydrologists and at a scale much smaller
than traditionally studied by meteorologists. Such interdis-
ciplinary understanding should help us to move forward
toward eventually developing improved regional and global
hydroclimatological analysis and prediction systems.
Appendix A: Variable Definitions
[94] In the water budget equations, all vertically integrated
reanalysis water budget terms (kg m2 s1) were multiplied
by 8.64  104 s d1, which provided individual values in
kg m2 d1 or mm d1 (using a density of 1000 kg m3 for
water). In the atmospheric temperature or energy budget
equation, all energy terms (W m2), were multiplied by
8.64  104/(Cpps g1), to provide normalized values in units
of K d1. Here Cp = 1.0046  103. It should be noted here
that the ps used for this normalization was taken from the
monthly mean pressure files only although instantaneous
calculations of fluxes did include the instantaneous pressure
for the moisture and dry static energy convergences. The
normalization was simply for presentation purposes.
[95] The surface energy terms were also multiplied by a
constant atmospheric normalization in order to provide values
in K d1. That is, CnH ¼ Cp pSg ﬃ 107Wkg1K1kgm2 This
normalization definition was only a simplification in order
to easily compare surface energy variations with atmospheric
energy variations. The heat capacity of the surface is cer-
tainly different from the atmosphere and adequate account-
ing of this surface heat capacity is needed in order to properly
represent diurnal and seasonal cycles. However, as is the case
for many global climate models, the heat capacity of the
surface was ignored since only a daily average heat balance
was analyzed here.
[96] All the variables analyzed for this WEBS are sum-
marized in the Notation.
Notation
Q Atmospheric Precipitable Water,
mm.
W Surface Water (Soil Moisture +
Snow) (M + S), mm.
S Snow, mm.
Ts Surface Temperature, C.
P precipitation, mm d1.
E evaporation, mm d1.
MC moisture convergence, mm d1.
N runoff, mm d1.
HC dry static energy convergence, K
d1.
LP latent heat of condensation, K d1.
LE latent heat of evaporation, K d1.
SH sensible heat (which is positive
upward), K d1.
QR atmospheric radiative heating
(which is negative), K d1.
QRS = NSW + NLW surface radiative heating, K d1.
NSW Sfc net shortwave radiation at the
bottom of atmosphere (BOA),
W m2.
NSW TOA net shortwave radiation at the top
of atmosphere (TOA), W m2.
NLW Sfc net longwave radiation at the
bottom of atmosphere (BOA),
W m2.
NLW TOA net longwave radiation at the top
of atmosphere (TOA), W m2.
RESQ atmospheric residual water forcing,
mm d1.
RESW surface residual water forcing,
mm d1.
G surface residual temperature
forcing,
W m2.
REST atmospheric residual dry static
energy forcing, W m2.
LP latent heat of condensation,
W m2.
LE latent heat of evaporation,
W m2.
LMC latent heat of moisture
convergence, W m2.
HC dry static energy convergence,
W m2.
SH sensible heat, W m2.
QR radiative cooling, W m2.
QRS surface radiative heating, W m2.
LRESQ atmospheric residual water forcing,
W m2.
LRESW surface residual water forcing,
W m2.
GG surface residual temperature forcing,
W m2.
RESTT atmospheric residual temperature
forcing, W m2.
Ps g1 atmospheric mass, kg m2.
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